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INTRODUCTION, v , . .
\ j
Purpose of The importance of Ideals, is heipg strongly
the Thesis. emphasized- by ^en from all .walks,of life
at the present tlm.e. The late Prpsldent 
TTilson has been lauded for.^is ldeal,ism,apd ^11 probability 
will be characterized by future •generatl.ons as a man of great 
Ideals, president .Coo^idge in l^is speech on AprlJL 22nd. of- 
this year urged the American people as a nation and -as- 
individuals to create and maintain, noble Ideals, Great 
educators are stating that one of the outstanding, fynctlons 
of edupation Is to create Ideals in the minds pf :the children. 
Religious leadeps are^advocating abpye all else, jbfe©- acceptance 
of religious Ideals,maintaining that our material civilization 
cannot long exist except as our people are motivated by 
religious Idealism.
Attention is^also focused upon "yie .-youth ^of our land,and 
m^y are the opinions and, judgments that are passed upon them. 
Some maintain that when everything Is considered their 
conduct is of a higher type than that .of their for-efathefs, 
while others strongly assert the pontrary, stating’that they are 
becoming very superficial^ and to-,some extent' Immoral*-
The purpose of this Thesis Is not to establish the status 
of the youth of today, for such a .proceediire would be very 
barren . Life cannot be evaluated' by the eccentricities 'Which 
spring up each .generation any more than, thp depth .of the%oj3ean
can be estimated from the ripples- on the .surface of the 
water. Our aim will be to dlscoyer the ^underlying prlyiclples 
upon which Ideals may be built .^d also to see. whether or not 
^the: period of Adolescence is conducl-ve to- the format^pn and 
growth of these Ideals. Asrthe,‘title of the Thesis suggests , 
our special Interest will be the nature and development of 
Religious Ideals in Adolescence.We ^hall not attempt to 
support any brand of 'Theology nor to ad.vocate any particular 
theory of Philosophy or Ethics.Our purpose will be to see 
whether or not we can logically expect to find the youth of 
any generation creating or accepting great religious idda^aa 
through a natiiral process,or is it necessary to change the 
natxiral processes of life in order that such ideals may be 
developed?
Method og We shall carry on our investigation throughoitt 
Proceedure, from rth© point of view, of Psychology. The Thesis
will be divided into three parts. Part I:*ijytidgal 
with the nature of the ideal,analyzing it into the various 
mental processes which go into its construction. Part II will > 
be given to a consideration of the outstanding characteristics 
of Adolescence. Part III will seek to show that the 
characteristics of Adolescence* furnish a favourable grotindwork 
for the development of Religious Ideals.
Authorities will be cited from time to time,but for the 
most part q\v>tatlons will be usedlgparftHgly. This does not 
mean that the work will be entirely original or mostly so,for 
the theories of others have been freely consulted and have
been utilized in at least a modified form. I have been able 
to find noone,ho«rever,who has discussed to any length the 
development of Religious Ideals in Adolescence from the viewpoint 
of Psychology,and so it has been necessary for me to draw 
certain deductions of my own which may or may not be In agreement 
with others who have studied this problem. I trust,however, 
that imy contentions will be received in the same spirit in 
which they are made,namely a desire to arrive at the truth rather 
than the maintainance of any pet theory.
PART I
THE NATURE OP THE IDEAL.
CHAPTER I.
A DEFIBITION OP THE IDEAL.
The worf Ideal is very ssomrnonly used.but as is the cage 
with many of the woyda which we use so readily and^fre^p-ently 
it has various meanings for us,and depends on its context 
for its interpretation. Very few writers or speekers seem to 
think it necessary-'to limit the word Ideal to any very 
definite- fteld of meaning and as a result we find it being 
used in a variety of ways.
Various uses As popularly used the word Ideal signifies th 
of the word.
something which is excellent of its kind as 
in the statement,"This is ideal weather". As used by others 
it signifies that which would be perfect if it could be 
attained,but such an attainment in reality is utterly im­
possible, as in the case of an "Ideal City" or an "Ideal State*
Sometimes it refers to what is fanciful and unworthy of
^ *
serious attention as is evidenced from the rea^ facts of the 
case.lVe frequently refer to certain individuals as "Idealists" 
or "Dreamers" with this connotation in mind. In philosophical
language the term has a meaning of contradiction to what is 
actual.as in the case of Plato who maintained that there is 
a world of ideals as set ovev against the world of experience'^ 
In order to avoid ambiguity, therefoiye, it is expedient that we
learn something of the nature of the Ideal in order that we 
may attach a de.finite meaning to the term. Of what elements 
is it composed,and what is its place and function in the 
stream of consciousness?
3
It will be necessary to start with a working d'eiCinftion of 
the "Ideal",for no analysis can bfe''niade iinleSs ther^ is first 
some form of synthesis, Many definitions* have 'beefi given, 
varying according fo* the elements which different” individuals 
believe to be a'part of its cCmposition. ',Ve shall consider a 
few of these definitions in orderttha't we may^see some of the 
prevalent conceptions concerning its place in consciousness,
1
‘Leslie Stephen defines the ideal as," A coneep 
^Definitions, ^ ^ ' r
ception of vjhat if attained would fully satisfy
of what is perfect of its kind and in consequence is the
pattern to be copied and the standard by which actual achieve- 
ment is to,be judged',’ ■ He also says,"2he ideal is the stan-
p* V ^ v*
dard of value,and the actual has worth in so far as it 
embodies the ideal;'
Bagley makes the statement that,"^ ideal is an idea which
* r-
controls conduct in virtue of its emotional warmth rather that 
in virtue of its intellectual clearness,or in virtue of the
accuracy with which it mirrors pome envoiremental. condition'.' 
George Albert Coe says,"An ideal is a more distant goal
by reference to which we judge opr particular purposes and 3 * . .
correct them,"
Henry Rutgers llarshall^ gives the, definition, "Our ideals
are images of situations that we recognize at the moment to be
^ 4 . .
•unrealized but which y/e long to see realized;'
^Leslie Stpphen,"The Scienoe of EthicsV* pp.74'ff! 
g Bag ley, "Educational^ Values'.' pp.l57.
® Coe,Social theory of Religious Education',' pp 
4 Llarshall, "Mind and Conduct." pp.96 , ^
Ladd aays/'By an Ideal I undoretand a conception developed
by the combined activity of thought and Imagination,to jfhich
there is not necessarifely attributed any real existence^ as its
correlate,but which appears in consciousness as an object of1
contemplation or of aspiration."
It is not necessary that we examine each of these definitions 
in detail and then place them over one against the other, it 
will be sufficient to find the elements that are common to all 
of them or common to most of them,and then accept a definition
✓ w- '
that will be in accord with those elements and the purpose of 
our present study, ^or after all,few definitions are accepted 
as final for all purposes,but are accepted' or created with 
certain definite purposes in mind,and are such as will best
r
assist in achieving that purpose.
In the definitions given above,very little is said about
the actual exlstsnce and Inherent value of the Idehl itself,
- * ^
■ These definitions are 'fashioned from the standpoint of 
Psychology and not Philosophy. In this Thesis we shall not much 
concern ourselves about the philosophical conceptions of the 
ideal,but shall consider the mental processes involved in the 
construction of the ideal,and also the content of the ideal as 
related to the religious life. ^
There are certain elements that are common to all of the 
definitions Just presented. One of them is the fact that the 
ideal is something not already realized. It.is a goal or standard
i. - ' ' r
which is set up bytJbhe mind and not something already in
‘ -1
experience,at least for the person holding the ideal, Further- 
' “ , *,2.




that the Ideal is superior to th^ preaent experl'ence and 
partakes of the element of cojnpl^tepa^s or pej^fecrtion. To 
certain extent growing out-of this is the,conception of 
desirability connected with the, ideal,-which cauae^s it:*ta become 
more than ^n- Intellectual conxi;ppt,and glyes. dynamiq po.wei^'to it. 
Any definition of the idea.l/therefore,•should include these ele­
ments at least,and. In addition ^uiy other characteristics which 
we feel Justified from nature of things in adding to them.
It seems to me,however,that the above definitions do not give 
sufficient eonsideration to the element of volition which should 
be considwred-as belonging to the ideal. There seems to no 
JustifieatloB for the creation of supJh concept if the willing 
process is notr present. The term- Imagination would be adequate 
unless we believe that in applying the concept, "Ideal*', there 
must be present in consciousness the will to achieve that which 
the mind has cre^tedt There is a .strong feeling element in the 
field of imagination,therefore the presence of emotional-warmth 
alonp would be np' J,ustifipation^for uslpg some other concept. As 
will be maintained in-other sections of this thesis,a religious 
ideal is not merely a construct ofl the imagination which has no 
part in conduct,but it must contain volitional elements which 
seek to make that which is at present Ideal an actual part of 
experience.
In defining the Ideal,therefore we shall give more 
considdratlonto' this aspeet of consciousness and at the same 
time Incorporate the elements found in the other definitions. 
This does not necessarily mean that such a definition will be
(
\
superior to the others,for^a definition is^-gjirarhltraryiiisarfiBr,for ■
ideals are not something distinct from the general stream of 
consciousness, which, can he measured hy themselves^ The Ideal is 
a part of that stream and cannot he separated except in theory
A >' ^ . f ^ ^ ^
from the main current. ?*h0 extent of that current,therefore, 
which shall he included under the term"Ideal” will he controlled
to a great extent hy the purpose for which the definition is 
sou^t,
A Working As a working definition we shall accept that given 
herinit-ion.
hy Professor Strickland in his course,"The Religion 
of .Childhood and Adolescence" which is as -follows, "An idea, 
recognized as of highest value,emotionalized,and set on high as 
a goal of effort to be approximated if not attained" tJnddr this 
definition,an ideal is not something which concerns hut a small 
part of the stream of consciousness ^but is related to the whole 
stream, for we find the three channels throt^ which consciousness 
flows out into experience present,namely thinking,feeling,and
* . \ I
willing. With this definition in mind “iretare Jnoa, pdsltian to 
make an analysis of the Ideal, in order that we may learn 
something of its nature and Importance, v
>
CHAPTER II.
AN ANALYSIS OF THE IDEAL.
In the animal world we find activity cqntrolled hy instincts.
The Instincts. Colvin says, "An Inetii^difelY© activity may he
defined as a group of reflexes organized to­
ward some definite goal and accompanied in their expression hy 
a conscious correlate of more or less clearness and attended hy 
affective tone of greater or less intensity'.' This definition 
would apply to instinct as operating in human life rather than 
in the animal world,since in the animal we have no reason to 
believe that a "oonscious correiate" would he present.
ffe find that the^activity of animals is not entirely haphazard 
and aimless for it is d&rected in certain definite channels. Since 
we can find no evidence of reasoning as expressed in a conscious 
purpose,we of necessity assume that there is something inherent 
in the physical organism which releases activity in certain . 
definite ways rather than in foms which are .scattered and 
lacking in order. We have reason to believe that the instinct 
is built upon the open connections between sensory .and motor 
neurones. The stimulus from without is carried to the central 
part of the--nervous system^and. passes from there .out- into motor 
activity over those channels which are most open'to It, In the 
cds.e of the lnstlnctjtherefore,we find certain forms of unreason­
ed activity existing due to the fact that in the organism either 
at birth or later as a result of nattxral development these open 




Colvin,"The LJfefahn^ng Process'.' pp.35.
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which the envlijcmfient thrusts upon it.
In man we find a higher form of conscious life existing than 
that .po,dse8sed by the ainlmai. He formis pl'ans arfd pxirposes^and* 
times controls'his envirofment because' of his i^easonlhg powers.
He too,however,has a physical mechanism and’ is’ subje'bt to many 
of the laws by irtilch the animal -is controlled. Jfes in the case of 
the animal many of his activities are influenced by instincts, 
although as- the definition suggests there Is often present' "a 
conscious correlate of more or less cleaxnesSV
The thing that we are interested in at the present time, 
however,Is not merely the presence of Instincts but thdlr relation 
to«the ideal.Does the Instinct havfe any influence in the formation 
of the ideal? Bagley In ills book,"Educational Values” answers this 
Relation of Instincts question In the affirmative. He believes 
to the Ideal, that Instincts are the core around which
Ideals are built. It seems' heces^sary to 
me,however,-t'o remembSr thatr ideals depend Vor their existence'
upon the hi^er mentkl pi^dcesses such as are possessed by the 
human race alone,for they are never found in the animal kingdom 
where Instincts arecontrolling'factors. And a'lthdugh we may 
admit that there are certain- instincts such hs’‘'^ympathy,curiosity, 
acquisitiveness and construetiveneBS"whi'ch lend thSmselves to the 
growth jof ideal's,we must' at the same'time remember that these - 
instincts alone would never create an ideal. In fact a large 
number of the dnstlncts have to 'be sublimated In orler that certain 
Ideals may exist, While'admitting .therefore,thht certain'of the
'•v r - \
instincts may be-utilized-in creating ideals,we must search the
higher realms of human consciousness to find the haslc factors
/
in their construction.
The Emotions. Closely related to instincts are the emotions or
" . ■■ ■ s ^
feelings. Althoxigh -every instinct has an accompanying emotion,
'the two shoxild not be thought of as the selfsame form of conscious 
ness. An Instinct is a tendency to act in response to external 
stimuli. There is not first the feeling and then the act which 
would make feeling the basis of instinct. According to the 
James-Lange theory,which on first thought seems to be contrary
, r*- * -
to actual experience^ but upon furthernconslderatlon fits the 
known conditions better than the previous conception,feeling 
comes as a result of action'". If we accept this thdory,and I am 
inclined to do so,emotion is the natiiral accompanyment of in­
stinct, and whenever we find instinct we observe a tone of 
feeling or emotion. But whereas instinct expresses Itself in 
action,feeling never gets"outside of the Individual conscious- 
' ness'. This is probably 'the reason why Psychologists have found 
it so*dlffic\ilt'to arrive at any satisfactory theory concerning 
the actual physiological basis of feeling. Thought and actions 
may be conveyed to the tdinsclousness of others,but feelings can- 
not get outside of the individual consciousness.
Importance The physiological basis of feeling is the subject 
of- Feeling, of various theories among Psychologists. The nervous 
system is the centre of its activity,but what the 
actual process is we do not definitely know In considwring the 
relation of feeling to ideals,however,we need not be so'much 
concerned' about that. The presence of feeling Is very apparent
4“0
to those who either examine their*own consciousness through 
introspection or observe its manifestations in others*; We., 
however,are just beginning- to re.-lize itS“"impor4;anoe'in h^iaan 
consciousness. In the not far distant past-, thought and Volition 
were oonelddred the" prime elements ot oorisolousn'ess,and educat­
ional systems 'for the' most part Trerg huilt -uiScm. this assumption. W 
Ve now reanz‘e"thaf feellns Is a very important factor in human 
experience,and has to be considered' in all forms of human thought 
and activity. Klapper says,"The primacy of feelings in psychic? 
life cannot' be disputed. They are never alone HI oonscdlousness, 
hut always accompiiy every state of cognition an wlll,a.nd thus 
glhe color and warmth to every phase of mentality. In the face of
concrete "proof.unanswerable experiment,convincing theory,we give
rein to feelings and execute the promptings of sentiment. They
are the final springs to awtion for in moral conflict,, they may
- II 1 ’outway all judgment and reason.
Definition. The feelings are defined by Klapper as,"The tone, 
of pleasure or displeasure tha^ accompanies every intellectual 
or volitional *stateV'If v/e accept this definition we have to 
admit that feeling plays a very Important part in creating and 
maintaining the ideal. If we think again of the definition that 
Bagley gives of the ideal,we notice thrt he efaphaslz^a the fact 
that an ideal is characterized by "its emotional .warmth rather 
than by its intellectual clearness? Since there are varioud grades 
of feelingly: however,it will be necessary to learn something of 
the type of feeling which is present in the ideal.
Klapper,"Principles of Educational Practice. pp*596.
1 \r
Classification Peelings may vary in intensity,duration,and
' » > * > •
of Feelings. character,and any .plasslfIcatlon- must of necesslV
taKe tho^e elements, inta consideration. We can 
differentiate four classes, according to. Klsipper. ” Cl'jL Ihe- * 
feelings which as, 4®^‘l3ied,are the affective element of Qensat3.ons 
and perceptions. (2) The. emotions,the-,atrong and* i^ntense feelings 
accompanying experience. (3) ,The sentiments,the refined emotiohSi 
which have, apquired a lasting association with, specific ohjectSv 
or ideas. (4) The volitions, those feelings that, end^ in dd^elsionr . 
or in an expression of that dec3^sion^"^JThe latter-two classes 
are natiu?ally the ones that attract pur attention and.-ponhider—
atlon,for since the ideal is ,a?> of,^so|Dething not yet
experienced^ we panppt havp any perception of it as an actual 
object,nor do we have the intense feeling which we call emotion,
■A ‘
which comes from a very present experience."The feelings created 
by the ideal are of a more refined type, such as wp list under the 
Sentiment.
Sentiment. As we have already statpd,£L sentiment is a refined
emotion which has acquired a lasting association with 
specific objects or ideas. Klapper classifies sentiments-into. 
four groups, (t) Intellectual sent.lments arising^ w^en-ttiq mind 
is busied with questions of accuracy and interpretation,-,as. in 
wonder, surprlse,,curlosity.(2) E|;hlcal .sentiments prompting the 
championing of the right ^a^d ^arj.sing-in,social gelations. (3) 
Religious sentiments having their origin in recognition of 
divine power and panatity. (4) Aesthetic sentiments filllng^tiie 
mind in the contemplation of the beautiful ajid the sublime,” '
1 .
. Klapper,"Principles of Educational PracticeV pp.396
6
■V
It would seem, therefore , that the'^itference between sen­
timents and the cruddr forms of feelJ^g^, is the fact that the 
former have more ideation shot throng, th^m,and, ^re ^g^ore distant 
from, the object or situation upoft which they are^pentred- S 
may have a distinct feeling of pleasi^e as I. ^wim 1^ a, ii'ttl^ 
pool as a boy. In later yearsjhpwpver,as ^ think of/that. pool 
I feel a thrill or a warmness ^uch as we term a sentiment. The 
same'thing,.ip tm-in ;relation to emotion. I am Inforaed that 
someone for whom I have a great deal of regard hap died suddenly. 
I am filled with sorrow at the news,and this deep emotion arises 
for some time as I think of that person. After .ye^re have
lntervened,hQwever, tl&e j-^membranAe of that ey^ent .will preate 
a I'ess-dpep feelin^,'partly because time erases feeling as well 
as thoughtj.but due also I believe to the fact that the feeling 
tones surround a greater extent of ideation instead of, simply 
surrounding the one thought,«He is gone",as was. the ca^e in tne
first experience. ^
Relation to That fueling vjhloh.permeates the ideal is of this 
the Ideal. ordBr- it would seem. A hoy of my acquaintance has 
as his ideal vocation at, the present time that of 
becoming a Sea Captain. Every time that anything, is said 
concerning the sea he -in. lmme^."iajrely intersnited,. H,q .has .consider- 
able Ideas about the -life .of a rffsa captain,obtained from reading 
and -pictures,and partly Trom the_ fact- that he has an uncle who. 
IS a sea. captain. It Is possible that he experience,q. a distinct 
emotion whenever he has.,the exparlepq.e of being ,on a ship or ^
- Whenever his uncle ‘spaa-hs to; hi.m-ahout his adventures upon the 
ocean; But for the most part, .hie feellnss-are ofta.more . , .
refined type as he talk's' about It, for his feellnss have to 
cover a wealth of thought"s Instead of one-perception.The feel­
ings are not entirely different in ilature.but differ in in­
tensity and range.If he were to he told hy his parentB._that 
he would" not he allowed to become a sailor,in all probability 
an emotion would be created, for all of iii's feelings that he 
lias woveh around the ideas concerning a sea captian,would be 
concentrated 'at the one poiht.Thus it is with anytrue I'deal'" 
If an individual who has set up the ideal of hones'ty is d'dm- 
pelled to steal by another individual,he' wtil experience con- 
sld:era’ble emotion for a'll of ’the feeling tones that he has 
associated with the thought of honesty will thrust themselves
upon his mind'1a^'once*
Sentiments,tiierefore,obviously can be created in at least
two ways. They may exist as the feeling memory of a great 
Creation of emotion that ha's^ cpme at some period in lUSe.or
Seiltime'nts may be bujlt up ijy the gradual growth' oj* feeling 
tones 'around ^me idea or obJ"ect.The boy who has
'been soundly ttirashed for llelng or stealing,and has experienced 
deep emotions partly as the result of painfui sensatiohs and 
partly due to the fear that filled his mind as he realized 
what was to be his experience,All 'in the future 'surround the 
concept of lleing or stealing with "d'isti'nct feeling tones.And 
if in addition to this he is taught' through reasoning processes 
to see ihe wrongness of s'uch'aots,and to see that truth and 
honesty are wor'ttiy ideas,the feeling tones as a* redult of past 
experience will be associated with these ideas. Or from the be­
ginning, approbation may be given to teliihg the truth s* that--
the Child, experiences pleasuresfrom winning the approval of
others,and this feeling "becoiaes definitely associated withttbe 
act of telling the truth. Truth thus becomes an 'ideal not simply 
in the case of speech,but as the concept- is extended, for' all 
forma of activity. - *'
In the classification ‘of feelings,we- observed tha% volit
Volition.
itlon was giverr. as one 'of 'the' groUpfi* or •divisions. An 
objection would be raised *by niahy Psychologists to this classifi­
cation on the ground that volition or will includes considerable 
ideation. If’ we remember,however,that feeling,and this refers 
especially to the more refined type of feeling,has elements of- 
ideation,this tfbjectibn' would ncrt be sustained.
There was a time when wli-l was thought to be some-
Deflnltion.
thing set apart from’ the natural- streaitt df conscious­
ness, which the ‘Individual -could r'each out' and use if he so 
desired. It was ‘a shadowy something existing somewhere,the use 
of which was the mark of a strong charstct^r.' the -adven't 
of psychological analysis,however,it was discovered -that such a 
conception is entirely erroneoi^^, -Will ' -or volition ’is simply 
*the'a-ctivlty of the delf or stream of conscioushess. My will is 
therefore at work whenever I act.It is not something that I 
possess,it is myself in action.-
^ Since feelihgs play such an important part in 'the life that 
we live, in directing our act toms‘and cbldring our tlioughts,lt 
becomes 'evident that in volition 'or tfie 'Exercises of the 
feeling is an Important element;Our actions*are often but an 
index to our feelings,for the things whlch^we desire miost are 
likely to mold our conduct,It was because of this-fact that we 
mentioned the volitional aspect of the "'icLeal'in-onh'definition.
If the ideal is so strongly colored hy fee^Llng tones as we have
i ^ -
reason to believe,then we cannot well maintain that an ideal 
can be the mere interplay of ideas which may or may not work 
themselves out into conduct. These feelings because of their
consistency and strength will of necessity Influ^npe action to­
ward the realization fo the ideal,
♦
It is true that we may not always act in conformity with our
ideal/, because^.of the fact that other desires may arise in
consciousness which are in conflict with the ideal. Our actions
will then for the most part depend upon the strength of the ideal
as to whether we act in accox*dance with the ideal or not. We
must not forget,however,that ideation also plays a part in the
ideal. If the ideal partakes of the nature of perfection as we
stated in the definition,then the feeling element in the ideal will
^ >
be reinforced by the rational process, Klapper defines the will,"As 
the active aspect'of ideas and emotions','^ This definition recognizes 
the part ideation plays in volition as well as the part played by 
feeling.
In placing such emphasis upon the feeling element It might 
appear that man is controlled almost entirely by feeling. This 
carried to its logical conclusion would destroy freedom of 
choice and. would- preclude such a high form of cohsclousniesB as 
must exist if real ideals are to be created. Man,however,is not 
a passive being controlled entirely by his environment,and 
motivated alone by loose emotions which charge through his 
consciousness. He has the power to make choices and to establish
s. * - i
end's or purposes.' It is this aspect of his con^sclousness which 
Klapper, "Principles of .Educational. Practice" pp 39 f"1
gave rise to the olel conc^p't 6f wll-l^K)r ■'Volition. Because 
th4se things 'Which li^h- did Could -ndV bfe ^explained by*' Uny -ante­
cedent cohditions^jit-iffad believed-that he Wd-the power to r'each 
out and take hold 'of^ something not always present dn ^cdnsdious- 
ness,andr with that .something chstngd' the natural- order of ^hls 
dohduct. is thid factor which^is the'-ma>k o'f free will.
- “Volition,therefore,although influenced by
Volition According;
V -feellhgs and emotions,is not guided -
to Munsterberg.
entirely by feeling, Munsterberg maintains 
that the exercise of will or volition* when ‘analyzed,is thb 
process c5f Setting up ends. He says, "If we do not-anticip'ate the 
end,we nevpr have a will. Whenever-we-have* the' cbhsclousness of 
a 17111' a'ction',ah i^nd must be reached which is grasped before­
hand by the -min(^^-J The whole conscious experience of volition, 
Ihcluding the fS'^ling of decision and impulse,is made* up of the 
balancing of rival iddae- o'f ends*. 'One of these* ideab ^secures 
predominence,' assyciated Itself with the-idea so -
movement to be carried out',and^the*'toentai state'discharges 
itself Into the "m'ovemdntV*^
This conception of volition or will blen'da w’lth the'" 
definition that we have given of the ideal. We -create* by- a' .
proceed- which ‘Will- be Cbnsldered* little
Relation of Volition
* -later,in idea*-of :an end tor be -attained,
to The Ideal.
' • - - ^he 'veiy lact that such an end has been
set upbrin^-S“ volition into play. We begin to mould bdr-conduct 
end and to d'ireot 'Our activities to the- realization -of 'that- end. 
There is a close conhedtlon between thought and actlc5n/for 
thought tends to express itself in action. All thought,however, 
does not go out into the field of action because of inhibitory 
^ Mui^sterberg,'^Psychology and The Teacheij! pp.'tS?. 
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ideas which arise. I may have^the 'idea o'f shouting alpad Irr 
Church hut before ihat thought expresses ^Itself through ^e 
vocal cords-,another -idea arises as to what *peo'i31'e wll-l thlnji' 
of me ^if I do so,and' so -the action 1^ inhlhltdd,'-" Iii realizing 
an ideal,therefore,the idea contained in the Idh'al mukt-he' 
sufficiently -s'trbng to overcome all inhibition’. Iti considering 
idea'tion we shall consider this point* at more length.
I’tr mi^'t se'em ‘that there is considerable Inconsistency in 
this analysis of the ideal. The Importance of feeling'is first 
stressed,and the statement is made that the ideal Is character­
ised more by the fdelihg tones surrounding- it than by its 
IntellectuaX clearneBS,JBia^ we then jumpHio-the’cohchptlon that
we can have no Ideai without volition^ and define volition as a 
process of setting'up ends,a process which would seem to have 




remeiaber,bowdverVtKat^we ^cliriho't sejiarafe the'stream 
of consciousness into distinct channels,and'-point i,o 
one division as belng^'only'Reeling arid to andther 
all reason or volition. The mind is a unity.and we
cannot separate it exvept in theory as we consider the way in
which it functions. All thought has *a'feeling-element,and-every 
emotion 'has elements- of ideation, ^he mind has the power- to 
ureate feelings,for c'ertaln ideas bring with "them trains of 
feeling. I think of someone ehdurlhg great physical or mental 
suffering,and immediately I have a feeling of sympathy. I think 
of some object that is beautiful and I -have a feeling-of ’ad­
miration. When we speak of volition as a process of setting up
ends,therefore^we do not divorce It from feeling,for considerable 
feeling tones will be present. And the greater feeling tones 
that we can associate with those ends,the greater the probab- 
lllty that those ends will be realized,for the chance of some 
inhibitory idea coming to the front will be that much lessened.
In fact the ends that we often set up are established because 
those ends hold greyer attraction for us because of the feeling 
of pleasure that we anticipate from realizing them.
An ideal,therefore,must incorporate volition because of 
its very natupe. The Boy,whose ideal is that df becoming a sea-
4
captaln^^acts in accordance with that ideal to a great extent, 
not from a sense of. effort and outer compiilslon but from an 
inner impulsion. He reads articles in the newspaper dealing 
with the sea,and especially those which give information 
con^mlng toe experj^nces of sailors,His favourite stories
\
have to do with the same theme. He' owns a canoe and on every 
occasion that is at. all convenient,he makes use of it.He goes
' 5=* . ^ ^
to the Havy Yard from time to time,and in various ways acts 
in a manner which almost unknown to himself is fitting him to 
attain his ideal .
In toe analysis of the ideal,we started with the Instinct «hlch
X V
is the lowest form of animal behavior,and discovered that the
ideal is somewhat distantly influenced by it. We next considered
\ ^
feeling^observing its Influence in activity,and recognized the 
important place it holds in its, more refined aspects,in the 
construction and realization of the ideal. From feeling we 
naturally came to a study of volition,observing that an ideal 
finds its expression in certain forms of activity.
13s now
We now come to a ,study of ideation and Its p^aee In the
formation of the ideal. Ideation,perhaps,ahpuld have been
considered^ before volition,for as we hav.e already
Ideation.
discovered,volition comes as a result of thought
processes and does not precede them. Volition is gp closely
related to feeling,however,that it seempd logical to pass froQi
feeling to volition,and yet we find thought and volition also '* ^ ^ i •
have much in common so that such an arrangement is somewhat V ^ • r ‘ ^ ^
arbitrary. The three-fold expression of consplpusness cannot be 
separated,and so we have Peeling,.Volltion,dnd Ideation,these 
three,and the greatest of those" is usually the one claiming the 
attention at any particular moment,or the ojie that best helps to 
realize a ce.rtain purpose,
V/hen we speak of an ideal,do we simply mean anyMiing which 
we greatly desire and hence seek to obtain or attaint If^this,is 
our conception,then we must acknowledge that ideals are very 
plentifiil,for every individual has numerous experiences all, 
throu^ life that GOi;re_spond to this classification. In our
de'flnition,however,we find that an ideal has
Ideation A Part
Of The Ideal.
associated with it the .idea of cpmpl.ctenB8s .or
perfection. Completeness and perfec.tion are 
based upon rational processes,although fueling _tq^es qf greater
^ • Km
ot-l^s^ intensity may accompany them, l^et us therefore consider the 
place and Importance of^ideation in the ideal.
Bagley defines an Idea^ as,"An image plus a meaning'.'^If we wo 
were to go into the psychological processes by jyhich the rtqd. 
arrives at knowledge we, would find, that perception Is the basis
Bagley, "Educational Values*.' pp.58
upon which we build. Without senee jjeFceptjlon alh thp.ught an^ ^
knowledge would^b^^ imppssA^le. After the ac- The Source Of ®
T 't.ual sense perception, of .an^ = obJe,Q,t;h^6 cease^.
Knowledge,
the mind stll-l retains an image that 
correspond^ (to the actual s^p.se^per^^P't'ipi^jalthough this image 
Is less definite and .vivid. The fact thtt the mind can retain 
and recall those images makes the hl^er forms of thought 
possible. But although perception provides the stuff Qut of 
which we form out ideals,for all thought processes are built 
upon it, it' requires-no argument to show that peycep^^ion alone;: ^ 
could nrever preduce the ideal. Wlthput thp abllltyi^to.-rpoall 
aense Impressipps In. the fppm of memory,th© construction of 
ideals woiild likewise be imposslble„iS‘ijt‘ a mere recall of past 
experience would not meet the requirements of our definition, , 
The mlnd,however§has the po.wer io take;;, those"images which, 
have come from .sense impression ,tp split them >yP‘ -their e j 
elements,and regroup' the^. This is what is, known:sas creative 
or constructive Imagination,and is undoubtedly the process by 
which ideals are constructed, Schwarz says,"yhe remoter*an ob­
ject -is from the sphere of the senses*, the less intense is its 
mental image; if it leaves the sphere of the
Creative
sense to pass into, that of - our imagination,instead
Imagination.
of a presentation,we get merely a vague image, 
a representation. Since- nothing can be represented if it has not - 
been previously presented; in .other words, since nothing can 
pass into the sphere of Imagination if it. has not previously'-' 
been in the sphere of our senses;we understand why ideals c
cannot "be wholly createdj’they are merely newvital combinations 
of representations,the corresponding Bensatlons af which have 
been‘experieiiced alread^. The Id^^als arrsin^‘In Our imagination 
act back upoii the "sphere of oUr Behs4s,ahd Induce ud^td create 
corresponding objects in' the 'sphere of reality. Tde-als ar^ a
product„o^ ,our paflt experiences,and a factor,a caus'e,of future 
experience"^
Any construct of imagination,however,is not nece'ssArlly 
an ideal. An ideal is the expressfiion of what we**feel to be the
t *"
most complete and perfect of its kind, I may have As my ideal,
k *
the developing of my body to a high stage of beauty and 
efficiency. That ideal "wouli stand for Aome'definite things. I 
would* have an image of a body that was symmetrical and finely 
prpportloned,an image that v/ould be created from certain elements
^ r
taken from my perception of 'other Individuals or from pictures,, 
possibly of the G-reeks who have given to us the finest' represent­
ations of what the body of man may’ become.'^Tho's'e eie'tnents' 
would not he 'combined 'to meet the requirements of any 
mathematical formula,but would be the resuli of something in­
herent in my nature which has a feeling for fitness and’ per­
fection,
TTIienfiiaking of Ideals' seems to be a part of man's nature.
Ideas,play a part in their construction it is true,but there 
seems to be an Inherent princliSle 'which' controls the 'selection , 
of images or ”10638 in that construction.- Perhaps'this'goes back 
to the Instinct a'gain. A child seems "to intuitively^Tmow the
^ Schwarz,"General Types of Superior MenV pp.187
distinction between the beautiful, 'and ^he ugly, the. harmonious 
and the 'deformed. > >
In creating ideals, therefore,we seem to hav'e .an’inherent 
sense of those= Ideas which are most worthy,and by the-power-of’ 
Imagination we" combine ..them Into a harmonious whoi^e, 'Asr other
ideas .cone to. us aiid we feel that the former
The Changlnp;
combination’ of ideas is not harmonious,we
Of Ideals,
" recombine them,and thus change our ideals.,This
accounts for the fact that we rarely realize our*Ideals,for our 
ideals progress with 'our *aot‘lvlty.. That whicjO. Is now my ideal 
will cease' to be ^ ideal when .1. attain to J,t,-for> .from, that j 
.vantage point -I shall see -certain featui^es 'wh-lch are not 
harmonious. In a sense,therefocr,we can never realize our Ideals, 
for they develop with us. We can realize that which was our 
ideal,but as we- realize it,it gives ,placa iio-hhother Ideali, , 
which is created -fJ^om the elements of the old one combined 
wfeth other -elements of :whlch..w«t hava .-yien^be.come awara* An 
imworthy Ideal,therefore,cannot long exist,for as soon as we 
become aware of 'its unworthiness we discard it and ^replace it 
Hflifihranhiherit-deal. In fact the awareneae qf X%s miyorthlheBS 
comes as a result of .the fa'ctltha.t :we hav© already .aoh%truoJ,ed 
ahother Ideal of superlon quality^
Baldwin *ddscuspBS the inherent .f-eeling for fitness which 
we possess as follows."Evldehtly ideals are 'Something f.elt in 
connection'/With present Images, something that -is,'in v^rtam ot^ 
which pecxillar feelings arise over and above the simplf feeling 
or apprehension. In other words,conceptions of the^kind produced
i
undfer ‘the lead of- 'constructive Imagination have a pecuriar 
quality,which leads iis to pronounce them true,beautiful,or good'.'




’(!') That conception which arises from'abstractions 
and which may be termed thb feelong of unity|?n a 
whole, (a) The element of conceptual feeling produced by general­
ization which niay be termed,the feeling of harmony of parts, (5)
feeling
A third ingredient in conceptual^is the feeling for meaning,by
•«
which is meant interesting quality such as is found in all forms 
of interest,Intellectual,emotional,and volitional, (4) A foutth 
ingredient is a feeling of universality. He simmarlzes by saying,- 
''Ideals, therefore,are the-forms'which feel our conceptions 
would tahe If we were able to realize in them a satisfactory 
degree of unity,harmony,significance,and universality* The first 
two properties we may call ideal form,the third,ideal, meaning,and 
tie fourth ideal validity?^'
Here again we have been considering feeiing with referen'ce* 
to the construction* of the^ rdbal,but this is a peculiar type of
of feeling which is related rather to the 
psychical than the physical experience og 
men. Ideals after'all are ^fc-^the construct- 
ions -of cold logic,altho'ugh where they come *in conflict with 
logical reasoning they cannot long endure. For the most part, 
however,We apply reason to them after they have been constructed 
and not necesVarily as a pfirt of the constructive process Itself. 
We aaioEBiimedr hold 'Ideals, the actual value o'f whlbh' we may'hot 
understand. They seein to come full grown even as Athene sprang
Relation Of 
Fitness To Ideals.
^ Baldwin, "Psychology*.' pp.200
i
%
from the head of Zeus. If after careful examination we discover 
that the ideas contained In them are consistent and worth whil«,
' r r-
because of their universal character,we retain them. Thus” It'Is 
that the Ideals of dne generation may often be accfl^j^hiidby the 
next generation. But if the ideas contained in them are unworthy, 
the Ideals will be discarded and new ideals created to replace 
them.
Sound Ideas
The importance of Imagination and ideation in the construct­
ion of the ideal,therefore,should not be overlooked. Those Ideas 
around which we build feelings and sentiments and 
which are the source of volition,must be worth
^ ^ ^ -i
while it the ideal is to last.'^It is true that
feelings do not move qhlte as rapidly as ideas,as is evidenced
from the fact that when we outgrdq. certain beliefs and practices
which have been haiid^d down to us by others, there still remains
a feeling tone connected with them which it is difficult to cast
off. Notwithstanding this,no ideal can long exist upon a foundat-
ion which is recognized as imperfect and unworthy. It will cease
it
to'be an end for conduct jlEDfi^will be inhibited by other ideas.
In our analysis of the ideal we have seen that instinct
Summary.
may provide some of the groundwork upon which the ideal 
can be bulit. Feeling richly surrounds the ideal thus making it 
attractive and gibing to it a dynnialo quality. Volition comes 
into play 'and seeks to make the idealof experience. 
Imagination is the process by which we construct the image of 




TYPES OF It)EALS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE#
• V I.
In .the last chapter we analyzed therldeal Into ita oempon- 
ent parts and at the same time conaldered the flnejsaas^ry- proo.esB. 
in its construction. In the presajyt chapter an attempt^^ill he. _ 
made to classify the varidua types "nf Idea-ls,and’to'.understand 
their importance In the l-lfQ -of the- Individual and society. -S6ch 
a classification oLnecessity will not he final and satlsfactoryXtp 
all,for there is likely t6 he the overlapping of Ideals on the 
one hand and the failure to give certain other ideals due con­
sideration on the other hand. Ideals are ao ooMpleif. In .their c.qn- 
struotlon and so £ar reaching .and -suhti^ theA?-operation 
any classification will Of necessity he arbitrary and incomplete.
There are a group of ideals' which we may consider, personal- 
ideals. By this we do not mean that such ideals are in no way re­
lated to other individuals,for. few things can he-con­
sidered as being personal in that re.spect. Ihere are 
certain Ideals.,hQjlever^which center around the person 
holding them in a very special manner,even though there are cer­
tain respects -in -which they are related to other persons as well. 
This group will he suh-dlvlded for th^ sake ojf clearness .and
special emphasis.
The physical ideal is ope that holds- an Important place in 
the life of the hoy or girl up through the period of physical f
growth. Included in.thl? Ideal we usually-find 
the Ideas of Ijealthi eynmetry of forp.-and efficiency 
in function. This.ideal^pl;o.ba^ly has its root in 
the instinct of emulation and is st.nengthened by imitation.






whereas girls are more- concerned ‘about beauty of form;* Images 
of what they woul'd like t(J) become^hold an Important place In 
the mind ahd are surroundBd^by feeling tones of^'great intensity. 
Volition is to tie seen exercised tiy the boys in the various forms 
of physical exercise In' which they take p'art,'and in ih^ glr^a,
expreSslr^ Itself in the variou's forms of ^xtei^al adornment 
combined with certain efforts to produce greater beauty in the 
body itself.
The physical ideal is very Import^tj^for'bur-life’’lB“ iSullt 
around our body,and depends to a great extent upon" its ‘effIclem'cy. 
Such ideals have much to do with bur physical^ well-being,fbr our
n.*
physical selves' are capable of -belr^ ^d'eve^To'ped to a higher stage 
than would come from a passive form of growth*- The physical ideal 
seems to be more easily and frequently developed than some of 
the others to be mentioned later,'because 4f the fact that the '■ 
values to be acdrued from it are more mani-fest tq:‘many,and 
because the instlnct-of -emxilktlOKrtindn tree •'expression 'in its' 
development.
The Intellectual Ideal will next claim our ^atYention-." Thl^-too
/
is personal in its emphasis,although it has Social bearings.
The Intellect-*
ual Ideal,
Mental 'alertne8S-_and power ma/ be desit*ed as an- 
agency to achieve :endWutside of'Itself, and in 
that respect cannot-TrSl’l-he hdnsidered an ideal.
The ability 'to' think clearly,however,may'be an ideal irf itself.
i
I
This again may be fed by the instinct 'of^emulation or acquisitive­
ness,but whatever Its origin' may be,we find it* exlsti£'g,'alth6u^ 
perhaps not to the "same extent as the'‘phySica’l ideal. It may be
27
aroused or created by imitation as we observe the intellectual
I T «}.%•'**’ •
strength and vigor of other Individuals with whom we associate, 
or the work of those who have become famous because of some great
11 . ^ 1 . . 
enterprise which they have performed.
Since the well-being of the world depends on the clearness of 
thought with which men face and solve the problems of life,it 
will not be necessary to point out the value of such Ideals. As 
a'persdhal Ideal’ it is worthy og the greatest praise and encourage- 
mentjfor in its realization it will bring untold blessings,
A-third form of the personal ideal is that of efficiency in 
the work that one performs. This is rather a general“grbuping it 
is true,and yet .it is' too important to overlook. It
is tiiis ideal which makes progress possible,for
Efficiency
In Work,
without the desire on the part of at least some 
individuals to reach a higher stage of efficiency thato has yet 
been attained by themselves or others,the history of the past 
would be the history of the future’; The artist'has* as his' ideal
” V
'the painting of a picture which shall better express his feeling 
for beauty than any that has already been completed. Likewise the 
composer of music desires to ^ more complete representation
of harmony of sound than he has thus far sucbeesed In doing. The 
Inventor or discoverer seeks to construct or discover new forms or 
fields. Here again we find the instinct of emulation and con-
M *
Btructiveness at work. Certain"ideas are surrounded with feeling 
tones of great Intensity,and the individual seeks to achieve the 
end which he in liis Imaglnat'ibn ^ha's" constructed and established. 
The importance of such Ideals has already been suggested. No
38
indlvidml can lif.t his life to -a higjier level uni^sa h®. creates 
such an ideal, -Without it,life becomes momotozjous and all forms 
or work a driu^ery;,^ - ^
The .Mqral^jIdeaJ, must also be. mentioned ^un<^qr j-this-heading, 
for although -morality Ip. the main. has. to dp with the 'Kei^tlonships 
between individuals and jiay thus h® termed, a social ideal, it has 
certain personal Implications. I may aet up an ideal of honesty 





harmful effect on others,but because I desirq thp.t-fiarticular
t^^it of character for myself .--As was suggqste,d in
t
the discussion of “the /©eling tpi^^.surrpmadiijs 
ldeaaj,w§ ;:qften. ha^y©.* a* feeling tliaji, certain forms of 
activity are good,not. because- we. have reasoned the matter through, 
but because we «eem to have an intuitive understanding of the 
f^Qt, Certain moral Ideals are therefor;© created which act as 
standards by which qon.duct is appraised and as -ends to. be r.eached 
In- the molding of chara6*%e. JCoAeaty,.truth,chaatlty,,-tempei'ance,and 
kindred other virtuea^ may -from this standpoint be considered
' >A.
personal ideals. As -Dr.Athearn says,”An Ideal is an intellectual 
and'moral necesaityV^ ' “ ' ^ ^ ^ -
' 'Such ideals as these are important’ in ^character, building.,, _,They 
.express themselves in actiyiiblea which, in, addition, ta-their 
beneficial .©ffecji on. .society^, develop these personal qualities 
by means -of which the- Individual aelf appropiates greater powers 
for growth and realization.
Let us now turn to another .group of .ideals which may. -be 
termed Social Ideals. Man is by nature* a social being',a fact which 
is tmlversally recognized. As a basis of all social Ideals,there-
! Atheam,Course in,"The Principles of Moral & Religious 
Education."
“Tfci ______________________________________________ _________M___________________________ _ ___ ______
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fore,we have what may he termed a social Instlnctjalthough In 
all prohahillty there is a blending of instincts in 
its construction. Be that as it may, man derives
SOCIAL
IDEALS.
-pleasure from associating with others of his kind, 
and constantly seeks their society. Springing out of this are 
certain ideals which he may establish,which are In some cases 
but the extension of personal Ideals to Include certain in­
dividuals other than himself and which he may continue to extend u 
until they Include all men. Such Ideals are expressed in his 
own personal conduct and he seeks to fully realize them by per­
suading others to accept them as well. Thus a group of men or 
a society as a whole may hold the same ideal,since the same Ideas 
are held by all^and there is a mutual desire to realize them,a 
desire which expresses itself In every form of activity which 
will bring them into society as a whole.
Ideals,when accepted by all men or by a majority of them,
may become law, We see an example of this in the Prohibition
► *
Law, The Idea of Prohibition was not at all 
pleasing to the majority of people in this 
land about a generation ago. Certain indivi­
duals,however, accepted it and surrounded it with such a feeling 
tone that they were willing to do almost anything to make it 
universal. For them it was an ideal,a social ideal as well as a
I
personal Ideal. Others were won to the cause of prohibition,
• - j ' •
until with the advent of war the idea of prohibition,which had 
been taught for years and had been recognized as being a good 





for the most part patriotic as a result of^the Bar,,— and- prohibi­
tion became a law.
Thus we see social ideals at Work. They become cryatalized
in forms, of government,custom,laWjand. institutions,- Nations-seem
to rise or fall according to' whether or not they 
Social Ideals ^
possess worthwhile ideals. Adams In,"The Power
of Ideals in American. History",seeks to show how 
the history of our coutry Jias been Influenced by ideals. He shows 
that the Revolutionary War was fought not so much for. eppnomic 
reasons as for the ideal of Justice. The 'Civil" War came not be­
cause either the North or'the South expected pros^frity.-iJi ttie . 
base of victory but for .ideals which they .held cpncemlng the 
Union and the Slaves, And It may be safely said that in the re­
cent war,America became a combatant not with the expectation o;f 
material gain and enrichment,but to uphold certain ideals of 
civilization and worlds democracy. -Fpwler In,"Origin and Growth of 
the Hebrew Religion,"shows th« -influence of the ideals Sly®n to 
the Israelites by the prophets in the growth bSth of the Jewish re- 
igion and the Jewish race.
YJe now come to a consideration of the Religious Ideals*, We_ 
Have spent considerable time in. the..dlBcusslon pf the ideal in 
general in order that with a, knowledge pf the pro-
RKLIGIOUS
cesses involved in the ideal construction we may
IDEALS.
be able to more clearly appreciate the fundamental 
principles Upon which religious Ideals are built.
There was a time when At* was believed and taught that r©=- 
ll'giqn was the product of a ^pepial, psychical -funptlon which was 
altogether distinct from the prpcesses ordinarily at work in the
mental life. A man‘,s soul was some^ysterlou^ entity which ex-
}
isted somewhere within the body but in its^activity it was not
controlled by any of the na^,ural laws of consciousness. Religion 
was therefore considered supernatural and not explainable by 
any of the natural laws.
With the advent of_psych9logy,however,it was soon learned 
that the mind is a unity and that all mental activities can to 
a great extent be analyzed ^d described even-though they can- 
not be fully explained. The religious life was found to be built 
upon natural laws and processes — upon Ahfeuthreefold activity
of the mind-- thlnlclng, feeling and willing. In considering the
pature and development of the religious ideal,therefore,we shall 
find that the processes involved are those already observed in 
the creation of any other ideal,but the difference will be found 
in the ideation upon which it is built.
It is generally agreed that man is constitutionally: religious 
It is doubtful,however,as to whether we can assume that there is
whpt. can b.e distinctively called a re­
ligious Instlnct^for men do not seem to 
respond religiously in such a direct and 
constant way as would justify such a conclusion. Thera is pro-
Man Constitutionally
' Religious,
bably a blending of primary InstlnctsiAn such a way that man has 
a nartural tendency to think and act religiously under suitable 
stimuli.
But what distinguishes the religious ideal from the ^deals
> V
already considered? I think we^may be safe in assumyng that the 
distinguishing feature i^ the idea of God, If we were to consider 
the way in which this conception flpst arose in the minds of 
men we would probably find thaV®^ was created in much the same
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way as the ideal i-s^^denstructed. It was built upoji certain in-
U. 'mf 3
gave him a feeling of dependence on some P9wer greater than 
himself,As time went on he ‘beg^ to rationalize his Instinctive ac 
actions and feelings unti3^ in the place of many Gods he came to 
the conception of one God, The unifying nature of the mind naturally, 
leads to this conception, Man then goes on to moralize his God, 
and reads the highest known attributes of character into Him,
Thus we see God is an ideal construction of the mind in w^lgh we 
find instinct, feel.lng,reason and yQlitlon as the xinderlying process­
es.
In the above discussion nothing has been said about the actual 
existence and nature of God, By this omission I do not mean to
?
ipiply that a being whom we term*,<^d* does not actualy
Existence of
ally exist. Any attenipt to proye this would lead ..GSSo^sumad
into the field of Philosophy or Theology whereas
the discussion of the question of religious ideals is to be lim­
ited to the field of Psychology,and this-naturally leaves the 
question of God an open one, I might suggest,however.,that unless 
we assume the existence oX Qod and a backgroi^d of reality for 
all of our Ideals,our present discussion would be rather barren 
and useless. In considering the processes by which man has , 1
created the Id’ea of God, thereforq, the crude conceptions that he 
has at.times held should not mitigate from the higher conceptions ^ 
which he has later reached,nor b© taken as true representations of 
what God has always been and will_ CQj:>tlnue to be.
It is not necessary for us to~TJonsider all of the stages by
r.. . r V » ,
^hlch man has^cpme.to his present conception of Q-od,for although 
the developing ,chlld may .seem to travel over some section of the 
^oad hy which past generations ^have come to their present ideas
^ f. w* m, ,
concerning Him, the conception of G-od for the most part is a 
social .heritage, Th^e child in a few years la carried to the con­
ception which it has taken the race untold centuries to reach,
G9d as revealed in Jesus Christ Is the God whom Christians are taught 
to know and believe,and their religious ideals are built around 
that idea of Him.
It is^now necessary to go back to an assumption already
“ * ' ■* ■ i
made,that ^man is 'fundamentally religious. He has certain inherent 
tendencies which causes him to desire certain relationships 
with God, There is a feeling of dependence upon a higher power such 
as God represents. In addition to thls,man*s^natural tendency 
to create Ideals also finds an -expression in God consciousness.
We have already mentioned the the ideal contains the idea
of perfectiom and completeness, God is the highest representation 
of perfection,and as such satisfies the mind,In its search for ^
^\miversality whethBr in the realm of ethics,aesthetics or reason.
the mind finds satisfaction in the conception o^ God. (
A religious ideal,therefore.is an ideal that is' infused with t
the idea of God.Any of the Ideals already considered may become \
a religious ideal when the idea of God is (Religious Idbal - ^ - J
■asBOciat.ed with them. The physical ideal may-, 'DEfined, . ' .» * ^ * - ■ _ t
become, a religious ideal when the individual
associates with the desire' .to achieve physical beauty or physical
skill,the thou^t of pleasing God^,in-“4he achieving of that Id®^^ ^
He may think cf his body as the"Temple of the Holy Spirit^,andi'
seek to slorify God In thp care an4 development of that bpdy.He 
may,moreover,seek to possess s^^eat mental power ,and efflcl,enoy 
In the belief that he can better s^rve God and do .Hip will In that 
way,and so the Intellectual ideal becomes a rel4g\oUs'\ldeal,.
One may seek to glorify God in the work that one performs.. The pic- 
ttire that the artist paints may. .reveal the artist! s conception of 
Sod. The composer of music also may aim.to express his thought ,of 
Ood In music. The laborer may attempt to reveal God in the. thorough- 
ness with which he performs hie menial task. The iqoral. .ideal may also 
be transferred into the realm of ^religious .ideals when tiie J.ndi- 
vidual seeks the moral virtues in the belief that they ^^re -pleas^g 
to th© Supreme Being Whom he seeks to serve.
The social lde3ls,-l.ik^ewise,may become religious ideals. I may 
seek to uplift my fellow-men without having any active belief in 
Godjahd^'do so simply because I desire to do somethina to aa.plst 
them and make their existence more pleasant. But when .1 attempt to- 
do that same thing because X believe in God and unde_rBtand that it 
is His wlll^that all men shall have an opportunity to live a 
complete and a wholesome life,I then have a religious ideal. Prohi­
bition for many was purely a social ideal. It was desired and. 
sought aftEB because it was believed that it would do much to
improve individual and social life. And so because of this *
conviction,and not because of any religious conviction in the E
matter,many men and women worked and sacrificed in order to make ^
it an actual fact. Many other people,however,in addition to these ^ {
motives,desired prohibition because^in their conception of God j
they believed that it was His -will thfct all .men should be as mllich
protected as possible against those things %hich blight life,and so
they made pronlbltlon noir-mwely a social ideal but a religious
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Th.e natuire of our religious ideals will depend to a great 
extent on our conception of the character of God. Our conception 
of Him arises as the result of an idealizing process. That which 
we think most perfect and therefore to he most desired,we huild 
into our conception of God. The reason Jesus is so prominent in 
our religious life- is because Hie life and teaching agree with 
the highest and noblest conceptions that the mind can hold. When 
we habe formed our ideal and embody It in God,we then seek to 
realize Him in our life. We seek to become,"Perfect even as our 
Father in Heaven Is perfect? As' a result of this great ideal that 
we build,namely Gpd,w© build many other ideals,in the realizatiton 
of which w© seek to realize the one great ideal. W© set up our 
standards by which to measure conduct;we establish goals ^^"1- 
which are in alllgnment with our conception of, God; in short we have 
an ideal which is so perfect in Its nature and universal in its 









The phyaical life of a hxunan being is nmc^ like a semi- 
circle. It begins in weakness,Increases in strength until the 
time of maturity has come,6ind then comes a period of regression
, - 1 t 1 ■
terminating in death. This is the natural order which 
Jjif s. a I it f
is,of course,often broken into by accident or disease. 
Seml-Clrcie. » „
^■iie mental life of the Individual is somewhat a|tter
the bam0„oriler,for there is’a close correlation between
mind and body. There is a difference,however,for the mind never
f ’ 1
normally becomes the blank that it was at the beginning of life,
u
for it retains the knowledge that has come through experience 
and the powers of fmctioning> although to lesser degree at the 
end of life,that it has acquired in its development.
We often divide the whole range of life into three periods,(I) 
Youth,extending from birth to about itWenty-foiir years ot age.CS)
I
Middle Age,covering the period of about twenty-five to fifty.'years 
of age.(3)01d Age,extending from fifty years of age to the end of 
life.This division for the most part is based upon the physical con^ 
dition of men.The body developes in strength until about the '
twenty-fifth year. For about twenty-five years more there is but 
little retardatlom in physical power.During the next twenty-five 
years the strength of the body begins to wane ahti^litc-eanand 
longerfiward off disease and weakness sets in and finally the body 
dies.
The period that we are especially Interested in,'The Adoles- 
cejn^^eP^riod*, falls In the (EirStid^vision,and thus deals with that 
stage of life when the body and mind is in the process of develop?- 
ment. We shall not concern oiiraelves about the two succeeding.
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periods^ for the faculties of the zaind, durl.ng -all of these- 
years change hut little ih their type o^ functioning. The founda­
tions of character are laid and the life that is ;i.ived from that 
time om^depends on the habits thajt hav§ been formed and the Ideals 
of life that have been established in the earlier dasys. ^ .s*
It might be .well to state at this point that as we divide life 
up Into certain periods an^ apeak of them as if quite disti^ict
, . %^from one another,that such an arrangement is
Divrsions Are
somewhat arbitrary. Life is continuous and does n
Arbitrary.
not advance in jumps. Every individual differs 
in some way from other individuals and so the blanket terms 't^at 
are used in groupln^^ people together In pertain age lli^lts should 
not be misleading. Such divisions are made because in the develop­
ment of llfe^there are certain periods when certain characteristics 
stand out more prominently than others. Moreover,although every 
person in some way differs from others^there are a great many 
traits of character which-seem-common to all.- Human ^yelopment 
follows in the main,certain qommpn channels,and thus it is per- 
missable -to' speak .of certain periods and the form of development 
that characterizes that period in the life of most -if not all 
people.
The period of life which we. .call youth has already been'refern- 
ad. to.. We may .spb-divide. thlesperlod-Into -two dlvisions,namely,
Childhood, and .Adole-scence,the first -extending
A General Survey
froDj birth to twelve years of age,and the sec-
* Necessary. ^
ond from. twejLve to twenty-four. Although are 
primarily concerned with the second of these two- perlpds,'lt is Im- 
portant that we know something of. t^e. development, of the individual 
prior to this,for Adol.escenc,e grows, otrtr^pf, ^b'^ldhood and we. .can­
not fully understand It until we know something of the background
from which it has grown.. We shall.therefore^briefly glance^ over 
the years of childhood,noting some of the-outstanding,character­
istics revealed during- that process of devejjopment and observing 
the factors that are present as theperlod of Adolespence begins^, 
'Jam«,a speakpB of the'baby's wp;Md as a"‘"blg,bloomings buzzing 
eonfuslon*'.Cosmos emerges gradually from chao^,however,foi-e^tkaoLSt 
immediately the mind of th© child begins to orgaiiize ijtie various 
senaatlOhls playing uppu -it and becomes faniliar with its narrow 
world. Adjustment and voluntary control of the larger muscles
are secured. The art of walking is ^mastered,",and the 




Ing mind l«ams: to know certain, o^ects and'simplest relationships 
within a. very limited'sphere, and through pea&ess activity,new 
. experiences are constantly coming in to the soul.
Burlngrth'e^eatly'yeArSjthe child grows very rapidly,The rate , 
of growth decreases,however,year by yea'i; and: during th.e ypars- 
■Mlne,ten,and eleven becomes very gradxip.! in racist 
Instances,using this’" period to.develop strength 
rather than size.Childhood is a period of great 
activity. There seems to be limitless energy generated in the,^ 
body which expresses itself in ceaseless activity^Duping child­
hood, the Influence of aex is not very .powerful.Boysj and girls play 
toother in early childhood wl'tbput any definite consciousness 
of dlfferienc© 'in sex,,and Ulthpugh in later childhodd there seems 
yo be a drawing apart-of the two sexes ,.thi6' is due more -to' t,h6 
fact‘that the girl develops'more rapidly thap the ^poy than he- 
■cause of any feelings-.incurred through thp disrtinpthons-.of sex.
The child is hungfn^y ^ior knowlsdge.lt is guided, in the earlier 
years to a* great extent; thropgb .the instincts and Impulses.The
The instincts of curiosity^and^imitatton are very-, strong and as 
a result lead the child, out into ever widening experiences'. Im­
agination is also .strong.and- for.a time the fancy
Mental
world and the real world are scarcely distinguisged
Developments
one from the other.Jn the latter- stages^pf per* 
iod of childhood,however,the child^ desire^ the. real in preference 
to the fanciful and accepts as heroep,real characters in life in­
stead of being charmed by imaginary beings. The memory becomes
very strong in later childhood and childiiend of that age have a*' 
real pleasure in exercising that function of the mind. In the 
early stages there is no reasoning, for-, every thing is .accepted on* . 
the recommendation of those in whom the phild trusts. In later 
childhood,however,we find the^reasoning processes to some degree 
developed^and the child arrived at conclusions for himself,.
In early childhood the feelings center about the self,'Pleasure 
fear,pride and anger are the strongest,although love le present 4m 
its firs£ stages,a love,however,.whlch. Is no-t o;^;tha^^e]X sacrifl’a-
* lng_ type,; The child* s feelings at this time are
‘Emotional
easily aroused,fleeting,and usually more or less
Development,
superficial. Happiness may read-lly. succedd^ sorrow 
or anger. The feelings aroused by the various- exp.erienceSv are 
usually not of long duration. In later childhood feellnig alsQ hPl'ds 
a prominent place^but reaspn enters^,in .an accompanying factor
in activity .Moreover ^at this tlme^ feelings are more social 
than in early childhood,A boy of about eight- years of age -does 
not enjoy group activities for the most. p^rt. A boy of ten or 
eleven years of age,however,haa a, desire to associate'With other b 
boys of his age and to enter Intp group acti-yibes.He .lavishes 





If volition can be conlside^d the aO'tting ifp of endSji'tiie' 
small child exercises practically ho voli-tlon foh he* is guided, by
instinct and impulsh’s^- He doe's not tri^l^y 'will to do 
a'thing but may desire to do it because of a mom­
entary impulse. In later'chi-ldhood,howeverivolljslon 
beslns to assert Itself.The child ddes not simply do a thing then 
because ho is told to do it-by. others^or simply because he is im­
itating someone else.-Sut at tiihes he keeps certain desired ends in 
mind,and acts in accordance with them.Momentary pleasure is often 
given up in order that a more distinct value may be obtained,Vol­
ition like the other fanottons of the mind com£8"as-a gradual deve­
lopment, and depends on the training of the phiid and the general 
environment in which the child' has to live*
This depends to a great extent upon the home influences and 
the environment in which the child lives.Morality and religion,
although having an instinctive basis,are not dis­
tinct instincts and do not develop unless. the„ influ­
ences brought -to-^Dean vpon the life are of the right 




non-religious.Moral and'religious attitudes can ,be developed,how- j 
ever .'The small child does not think ln.Ahatract te.rms but all of ^ / 
the Imagery is concrete.Morality and rellglQir in th.e. e^ri-y years, t ' 
therefore,is based upon concrete. ideaa.Clad is -conceived* as an 
enlarged human being,and there-are not-any abstract standards of 
moral or religious conduct. Telling the truth/'to -some particul^ 
pefsori^and not necessarily a .rule for every occasl-oni
In'later childhood as/the social feelings .develop morality and 
religion-cover a bigger field of experience. It ;la still rather
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limited and based •'upon concrete ideas,bu1^ it is not so self-^ 
centred, God stands far a being ¥^o lj3 -more* universal- and more 
powerful,and irioreCL and religious .oonducrt includes a.-greater 
section of the thought and- lliffe, ^ v
After this brief purvey of the Period- of Childhood,.Tffe: are-^ 
prepared, to consider the Period of AdolescpncOA, ^rom what has 
already been said ^it. can easily be seen that Adolescence is the 
period .irt wJiich th^e ,child' develops. into .manhood or womanhood. It is 
the time for the ripening and matiiring of the physical,mental, 
moral,and religious life. It .is a time of 'Supreme^ imp?Brtance,for 
retarded development will mean that the later life must, be -lived 
with limited powers, and capacitiejgt. JJatiursal,complete development 
will do.much'to Insure-a rounded life, to make self realization 
possible,
- The period of Adolescence falls into- two
ADOLESCENCE.
divisions according to some,and into three 
divisions acordlng to others, The latter grouping seems to be 
accepted more and more by Psychologists,and the organization of 
religious work among the yoiang people has been based upon it. We | 
shall^therefore^consider the Adolescent Period with this grouping ^
i
in mind. It is as follows;^ Early Adolescence^iJ^Slwento fourteen ^
years of -age Inclusive; Middle Addescence,fifteen to seventeen
inclusive; Late Adolescence,eighteen to twenty-four Inclusive,
Again we faust remember that .there are no definite boundary lines
between these periods,nor are these ages true for all individuals, 
some
simce^develop more rapidly than others. This is especially true 
of girls as compared to boys in the early years of Adolescence.
It has been said that in Early Adolescence,girls are at least two
43
years ahead of boys. In the main,however,these ages may well be 
used to* designate certain phases of the life development*
A chapter will be given to 'each of the three periods in an 
attemp't to show the various fabtors that^*ent^r Into the’ develop-^
I
ment of the sel'f In order "that may later see the groundwork ^
which these periods dffei" for the development ‘of religious Ideals. \ 
The factors which we- have already seen to enter into the formation 
of-^ Ideals will be considered‘at* length,for our study Is not 
merely for the purpose of understanding the development that 
takes place in these periods,but is primarily for the purpose of 
discovering whether oi? not Adolescence is especially suited fir- 
.the Inculcation and growth of Religious Ideals'. We shall consider 
these periods ,therefore,-in thelr~chronological order,and then in 
in the latter part of this thesis,carry over our inductions for 









twelve,thirteen,and fourteen. We shall for the. sake'of cohyenience 
and clearness, consider the development takes place, at that
time under certain characteristics,- The. characteristics noted,will 
not be true of every In^lvldnal at .this particular age period,but 
will be true of such a, large per cent,that we may feel 
Justified in accepting them as the outstanding ones in a- normal 
life.
It is important that we trace the physical development sthrox^h 
the whole Adolescent Period, f-pr the whole, life is so boiond up with 
the conditipn^of the body that we cannot well understand human 
development as a w^oJL®,apart from a knowledge of this phase of 
life.
As has already been.^ suggestejljri^. the later stages of Chl-ld-. 
hood there is a marked retardatlpn^ in^ the rate pJiysic§l^growth,
and for a. year or twp the body seems to take time 
to gird itself with strength before it continues 
on its course of,rapid enlargement. This, is-*-for-
PHYSICAL.
DEVELOPMBHg.
txmate Indeed,for in Early Adolescence physical g^ro.wth da very ■ 
‘ - '^1 
rapid. Girls espesially develop very rapidly,Reaving .the- hoy for j
the^time being far in the par. Tracy .discovered from many ^
ohsBrvat.ions that the-growth ln,,heigh.t, at this time is as ^
folloes: ..For boys at twelve,fifty-five inchps; at il;,hirteen,
fifty-seven inches,;and at fourteen,about sixty-inches^. For^glrlS'
at twelve, slightly taller-than boys;.a.t thirteen^.they lead by nearly
^ lnch;at fourteen,their lead..l§. s^-ightly reAuc0d.;and at flffee^r
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their lead is Iqst. , ■
The hraln whlqh 'grows rapidly *in sl'ze.^ajid yjplsht during Child­
hood hAs. considre.able structional and functional development dur­
ing ,Adolescence,. This makes the higher- and more cpjsplipated 
thought processes possible. jThe. circulatory- system, thp. lurs^ and 
larnyx,the nerves, the jnuscle^ and the skel,eton all show marked 
signs of growth and deveXapment in-'-preparation for the. more 
arduous tasks o^ jaatums-llf
This rapid growth of body is of considerably embarassment to 
the individual for he seems io. l-ose- control pf the varipns niemr,
. hers and becomes Very ■'Sjwkward- and ungainly.Handa^and, ae^j tp^
always dn the :way .and. he^ixas the ‘problem of. getting acquainted 
wXth himself aH.'Over'.He stilX retains- a great amount of energy, 
but there arje also-accompanying periods of ’peplessness* such as
were qq.tr :pommQn to childhood*
Before we turn from- this ‘brief description 'Of the phyploal dev­
elopment,brl«f because we^ are pot primarily* cq31P©rne<X>^9^% ife®
.details except' as they help us in solving pur main / 
problem,we should give some consideration to the /Sex
Development• . v*----- ----- question of sex, for its infXa-enqesr^oems to-*reach
into the very depts of consciousness.- During'Ohiidboq^,i;hy^;aex ^
function'lies dormant, apparently waiting the time when the body
will .have the necessary strength to meet the demands which it j
will make upon it. As the period of Adolescence approaches,however^
the sex organs in both aexe.s rapidly develop and the sex Instinct
makes its voice hear'a^.It becomes one of ther outstanding factors in
life from this time on, influencing thought,,feeling,apd volition
in variQUs ways. It is not necessary that we go into a description
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of the physical hasls oiP-^e^Jbut we .shall consider, under the out­
standing functions and characteristics of the mind,the influence 
it has upon the life.
“ i. " ^
flvirlng childhood the reasoning process is not much used hut in 
the period of Adolescence it more and more is used as the basis of 
action*There Is not,however,very great clarity of reasoning in these
stages for there seems to be a mental and emotional confusion,the
latter often being uppermost. The thoughts of the in-
MENTAL- 
DEVELOPMENT.
dividual,however,are not so self centered as formerly.
for social consciousness Is developed at this time.
The world now consists of beings rather than things,and the thoughts
^ A. *
have to db^wlth the social ‘problems of life Instead of merely the 
individual interests. This opens up countless avenues for thought
\
and calls forth interests hitherto unknown,
A Interest in reading develops at this time especially
in the field of adventure. Anything with a thrill is eagerly de- /!
voured,and an imaginary world reaches through -reading is by many 
preferred to the real world of experience. Imagination holds a pro­
minent place in the mind,not so much of a constructive type as 
one that aimlessly flits here and there in the realm of fancy,The 
heroic kindles admiration and enthusiasm^and romance or adventure 
has a strong appeal,
•j
Sex consciousness arises at this time not so much as a result \
of a reasoning process as through the new sensations aroused by ^ « *
the physical development of the sex organs. This has a great in-
*• ^ ^ ^
fluence updin the thoiight life of the individual leading him into nevf 
fields of knowledge and creation for him new conceptions of life. “
The outstanding feature of tlie mental life in this period is^not 
clarity of thought but a new capacity to think in t^rms that are-
f-
more universal* Relationships are recognized rather than objects
and events separated from one another* Concepts are built up .in
«• %
the mind vihich mahe a hi^er form of mental life possible,
- * ^ » •
Peeling seems to be even more closely connected ,wi,th the physi­
cal organism than does thinking,and since there are so many changes 
taking place in the body at this tinie,_it is but natural to 
expect strong emotional accompanyments. Early Adolescence is a 
period of intense feellngssuch as were never known in the earlier 
years of childhood. Sensations arising within the newly organized 
body give rise to floods of feeling which sweep across the 
consciousness like gusts of wind through a grain field. Everything 
without takes on a new meaning because of the growth within.
' ' Social,consciousness has already been mentioned. This is not 
so much a logical process as a feeling experience. There is not
simply a recognition o:f other^ persoiis existing apart from the
individual,but a realization of relationships with other beings.
Sympathies are aroused by the heeds; of others,and a gang spirit
begins to manifest itself especially among boys. Interest in
organizations reaches the high tide at about the age ^of thirteen.
This social consciousness has various effects upon the individual. ,
It causes him embarassment in .the presence of others,and in the |
place of the cocksureneas manifested in later childhood}we find *
" ‘ ‘ . j
reticence and confusion, *he new world of feeling'is disturbing ^
' ^ ^ J
and various me^thods are used to hide this fact from others,such J 
as bullying,boasting,f^ats of reckless bravado,and'othersfor^s. of ^ 
activity which will co^er up th?. real feelings within. ■
Sex attraction is not strong ,at this time,and the two sexes
draw apart. This is possibly du© to the faat that the girl 
develops more rapidly than the boy and as a result their interests 
are not the same. It is also probable that the" new power that has
awakened unexpectedly within has a discomfiting effect" upon the
- . > * —- “ mind,and any association whicK increases it is avoided as much
as possible,
A new sense of appreciation for beauty comes at this time. 
Nature "especially takes *oh new colors and seems to com© to lif e 
in*a way that was never before realized. The Adolescent finds a
fellowship which nature seems to hold out to him. All of the 
senses become very keen. Beauty of sight and sound are reco^lzed
and ©nJoyedV ^e senses of 'smelT,'touch,and taste develop in like 
..manner,an'd all of the aVenues into the mind open up in a wond­
erful and alarming manner,for it brings new experiences into the 
life which are Intoxicating and disturbing.
Enthusiasm is easily kindled and' may just as readily depart. 
There is but little constancy of purpose for the feelings ebb 
and flow," Heroes'are created" by'the boy, for this is a great hero- 
worsh'ip'plng stage. Attachments are formed which are full of deep 
feeling and are usually with individuals much older than them­
selves, The boy may become deeply attached to his father or any
■5 ^ ^ .►X- - Jleader of an organization; the girl may become deeply devoted
to her mother or to a teacher. And while these attachments last,
no sacrifice 'is to great to make in behalf of the one admired
and loved; in^"fact sacrifice Is sought as a means of manifesting
. ' ' ”'V ' * * f ~i‘- — w V
the depth of *that attachment,
' ^ \ ^ *
- Accompanying the feelings that we find as a result' of social 
• • • — •. > 
consdiou^sness is a feeling of independence. Although still open
j i
t
to suggestion, there is'"a'sense of pride' inwhich manifests 
itself in the desire to decide ceriairi things for oneself. This 
is Indeed fortunate for it makes possibie the confidence in self w 
which is necessary if the Individual is to care for himself in lat--. 
er life and in turn be in a position to give help to others.At this
time,however,it may manifest Itself in pride and even snobbery^ and
^ 4.
the person who in later childhood* felt himself to be on the same"
level as “others may now have a feeling of superiority and-may 
select oompanions who because of their social status seem most 
desirable. Because of this pride in self,various methods are used 
to win the applause and'commendation of others. The boy deligfts in 
feats'b’f strength and' skill because they will attract the favour­
able attention of others. The girlsdesires to appear attractive in
form and dress in'order that she too may receive favourable com-
- - ' ,̂merit. If praise is desired and enjoyed it is but natural that
censure ^d ctltlcism have Just the opposite effect. It is' very com¥ 
mon for boys ^d, girls of this age to meditate suicide simply because ’ 
they feel that those 'who^ have, been unkind will then experience great . 
sorrow because of their actions.
- . t ^ ■ 1
With the growth of the reasoning powers and the deep enrichment 
in feeling tones,comes a development o'f'“wiil or vo^litlon. Immediate 
pleasure is more often set aside*' for the sake of more distant 
ends or values. Acthon is not^to so, great an extent on the level of 
simple reac1Sk)n>to/th:e stimulus provided by the immediate envlr- 
onment,but is based-oh’a greater degree of reasoning.Tn the place”
The- Development
gj^olition.
of' slkplo imitation of others or blind obedience 
to authority,there comes definite choices.Certain 
goalsestablished toward which the individual
I
continue to work, even ^ough that goal may .not-he reached for 
a coiiBiderahl-e period of time. This l-s-the p.erlod-when the^ will 
of the child often comes in conflict'with t}ie wAU of the parent, 
and the former'la .not always'the one to euccumti
It would not. he' correct, to say that this period ts, marked hy 
the existence of strong volition- Ln the. sense that there is a stead­
fast' constancy In the achieving of purposes and plans.As was dls_- 
-sovered In the sjiudy of the feelings,this Is a period o^ instahlllty 
and changeahleness. But the conduct of the. Early Adole.scent differs 
from that in- childhood In that- there IB a greater und,ers,tandl.ng' of , 
the things -that -are donS-irtleh: lifts activity ouK of tb.e ?ea;m, of 
"the^automatic.and there, is greater self assertiveness and self de­
pendence. This- shows a development of volition,even.though -that 
volition he of rather a temporary and shifting character.due„to the 
influence of such strong unguided feeling .elements. ..
Many of the decisions made at this time extend through life.
The life work that is chosen.the moral standards that are created, 
the ideas pt heauty,goodness,and truth may remain constant and he 
the guiding factors throughout all life,as may he seen in the ex- J 
periences of countless numbers of men and women.One thing Is sure, j 
and that Is that this Is a habit forming period,and the-habits j
developed at this time and the attitudes that are created will re- 
main constant unless they are later severely condemned hy reason ) 
or forced out by the nature of the environment. And all volition is,' 
aided and abetted hy these automatic forms of control,and the greater 
the number Shd strength of such alds.'the more constant will be the (
volition and will.
Summary.
Early Adolescence-Is marked by great pijysical developments 
and by the appearance of the, sex function'. This prpvldes the basis 
for considerable chg-hges J-p. th,e r:pa,im, of^ cpixsplousn@ss. 
Feeling tones bepome intens.e and tp^ a grea=j|p- e^J-ent are 
the governing elements in cpnsclpusness-. Tills is believed’to be 
closelj: related to the development^ of the sex organs, and to the 
accompanying social consciousness which arises at this time,
G-reater reasoning power manifeats itself and ideas and general, prin­
ciples have a more prominent place in the thought life. There Is a 
grov/th of independence which reveals Itself In pride In self and the 
desire to win approval from others and also in the setting up of 
-ends and goals_Instead of being governed entirely by authority or 
guided by Imitations In brief,a bigger world opens up in the realm 
of thousht;deeper,richer,and more permanent feeling tones are 




The period of- Middle Adolescence covers ‘the ages fifteen, 
sixteen and seventeen. Again it is well to remember that .there 
is no-distinct break between this and the former period,but we 
are justified in making the separation for the pnLfpose of study 
because of the appearah’ce or predominance of certain characteristics 
which were not 'so prominent in Early Adolescence. For in Adolescence 
there is not merely the stndjty development of all of the character- 
Is’tic'B present at the beginnings since some rise and wane ^while 
others seem to make their presence felt in the realm of conscious­
ness as Important factors for the first time.
- 'i[e shall con'felder* this pbriod under ,the. same ^diy4j^lpnt used in 
_the previous chaptei’^foli‘-.the.«ievelopment of the body is ever im­
portant becausd of its relationship to thought,feeling and conduct, 
and consciousness is always expressed through thought,!eeling and 
volition. All of the changes that take place in the life may be 
adequately and conveniently treated und^r these heads.
The body -which entered on-■:a .period, of A.uch; rapld"-gr*owth dur­
ing the previous, period reaches maturity at this time. By that I
do not mean that there is no growth from now on, , 
but that whatever develdpi&ent there is/takep place 
very ‘slowly and symmetrically. JTeigle j^Q^yg that at
PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT.
■fifteen a boy reaches ninety-two percent of adult height and
sevehty-elx percent of adult welghjijand'a-girl,ninety-seven per- f
cent of adult height and ninety percent of adult weight. It can thepe-
<
fore be seen that the framfe of the body-almost’ r§ac3jeg its maximum 
size. The body now "begins to become better coqrdi?ia‘t®4>‘'niuscle and ■ 
bone come into greater harmony with pne:^nother,, Girls attain the 
most attrac-tive physical qualities^j'a-^^=Q';srape,and beauty. The spx 
organs likewise reach a more complete state of development.
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With this development’' of the ^ody comes greaV'strength, endur­
ance,and capacity for strenuous physical a'CtiVltles. ExerVises 
tha't tax the strength ‘of Ithe body are ehjoyed^and athle'tics 
claim'-the attentioh of the hoys ‘eBpeclal'ljr^ because of Ihe greater " 
ppporttmlty offered to them ^long'that Tine,arid'also of tlie girls 
when thh environment makes their'participation possible. Tasks 
that would daunt most adults' ar^ accepted with alacrity by the 
Adolescent"'V7ho seems ‘^o possess an \mllmlted store of strength 
and' energy.
This is a period of mental restlessne^s/for there seems to be 
little stabirity of thbi^t> l*d'ea’iB'';are' constantly changed ahd
enlarged-;'Cori'cbntration is very difficult for the MENT^ '
feelings seem to lead the thoughts here and- there DEVELQPMEMT. '
arid the application of thought to a definite task 
is very difficult. Imagination is still very vivld“ and* both'‘sexes 
spend much tlme^ In the world of romance and fahcy, 'In fact all 
thought- seems- to ‘be -strongly emotional at this time. There is not 
the calm reasoning"to'ibe^found at a iater age,but everything is 
thought of in terms of superlatives. It is true that there is the 
beginning of ^ interest in reasons'and Cbbates,but this ^is’^not. 
very'strongly developed. ■ For the most''par1i’thoix^t is led out'*lnto'* 
the -ffelds of certain spe'cifib interests;'and liher'e is not much ' 
application of triought to the soiVing ©f'^the abstract problems 
of life.
The world of experience'is being-enlarged "all of the^timeVand 
this necessarily incre^es- the field of krio-wledge. 'There is 'ever 
a growing correlation *of irifdrmation and knowledge,arid ‘instead 
of the reticonce so often found' in ’early Adfeedcence due to a feel-;
Ing of strangeness- In the new world which was opening* up tn the ^ 
mind, there comes a feeling of confidence in self whilch expresses 
Itself in opinions about, almost everythihg,some-pf which may be 
ridiculods to the more mature mind. Solutions, f'or"i;he. various ills 
of the world are readily given and^ Just ab readily exchanged for 
others when occasion demands. There is a.jumping at conclusions 
rather than an orderly process of.-reasoning,
Interests are not nearly so self centred as in the previous per 
lod. The Individual all the time is becoming more socialized an<l.h. 
his thoughts becoming more related to the world of men aro.und 
him. Moral and social problems engage his attention, mOre from the 
point of sympathetic Interest than abstract reasoning,however. He 
criticizes the lives of others very freely and does not hesitate to 
give advice where he thinks it is needed. Even Path'^nd Mother come 
Ih for their share of criticism much to theln chagrin or amuse­
ment, depending upon thelV understanding of the developing life 
and character of their offspring. .
History and literature are studied With renewed interest^chief­
ly because it deals with the thoughts and lives of men and not bee 
cause abstract principles may be drawn from l,t. Anything ‘that 
reveals the life of men and women,whfether; of the past or, the pre- 
sent^is rfecelved with gladness and devoured- wX'tiJ. avidity. Thinking 
as a whqle IS not along the, Idnesof abstract principles but Is 
connected with definite situations,and the conceptions that are 
'used have a Sort-of an intuitive basis -which, later rea'son may 
either confirm or destroy. .Thought is not for the sake of thought 
alone bu^t for tha purpose ofc- dealing with specifip situations 
around -which instinctive: livterests have ^ath^red.
Middle Adolescence is marked "by^^he presence of deep feeling. 
Feeling and n'o't Reason holds away at this ‘time 'and the whole*-world
^ of experience seems* to he saturated with it for 
THE DEVEILOPMENT 0
the^ hoy and girl of ’this a^e/ Their conduct, for-
OP FEELIN&.
the most part'Is controlled^-hy''llkhs dlali^kes. 
There s^ms to he no middle grbUnd upon .which, they’ can stand for 
the emotion which suffus'ea* the' whole hel-ng is poured out upon every 
object of 'thoiight, - i ' ^ '
It might he well to observe at this point* that the sex instinct 
seems to come into its -full power" during this period. In the pre^"
ceding period the’sekes drew, apart,hot -hecause of any-defih'i'te-anta-
#
gonlsm,for the hoy often worships'^ ^t>-a' distance the one for whom he 
pretends” to have contempt,hut but hecause there seems to he an ele­
ment of mystery in sex which he cannot fathom ^and to vrhich he can­
not immediately adapt himself. The pov/er ef the ‘sex’ inhtlhct’begins' 
to assert itself ‘diirlng* thiS’'period,how'ever,’ahd the *se;f»B 'find 
th'elr greatest plea'suhe in the presence of/ one another.' The'-bhject 
of ‘attention becomes idealized And Worshipped^and nothing in life 
is so important as to win his or her attention and favor. In this 
period ^moreover, the hoy in his physical deveTopmenfoVertakes th'e 
girl and so they have more In common- than previously-. It^-ls' not ne- 
hessary that we discover the way* In^^Whlch the-physical organism is 
affected by the sex instinct, for that'-wpuld he too complicated and 
involve too' much time for our present purpose. It is important'jho'w- 
ever,to remember-that the sex Instinct seems to* have a fah greAter^- 
fhnctlon than that of raatifig and reproduction, for it colors the- ' 
whole life an'd apparently creates those feelings' upon which our 
whole social structure t’ests. It undoubtedly* cArries the indivldtfal
over from egotism to altruis;n,a change whi9h is brought about at 
this time. Through learning to love some other being than himself 
his affections are carried out Into socie.ty as a whole if the right 
training is offered. Sympathy for qthers is easily^created^and sac­
rifice for the welfare of fellowmen is m^de willingly. This is the 
time when young men and wo^en are willing to give themselves into 
the servi.ce of others;to do social welfare work;to consecrate t.hem- 
selvqs to carry thq gospel to distant lands;to do anything which 
will make it possible for them to help others.
Closely connected .with what has just been said is the develop­
ment of a strong sense of right and wrong,^ We sometimes .^spe^k pf 
this as an awakened conscience,. Rational processes are involved ^.n
fthis of course,but the outstanding element is that of feeling. A 
feeling of unhappiness accompanies the act which is not sanctioned 
by the mind,so Intense^that the right-is sought^becausp of the feel­
ing of happiness .and contentment which accompanies it. Without this 
feeling tone which prompts morality,society ywuld soon succumb 
t^cause of the Immorali^ty of l.ts members.
It is also Important that we should note in passing,the feeling 
for beauty which becomes so intense at this stage of life. Beauty^ 
like morality has its Intellectual elementa^but feeling sterna^tq be 
-the outstanding characteristic. A beautiful object calls forth not 
merely Intellectual approval but feeling^ tones of adSiiratlon and 4 
deep satisfaction. The world .iieyeals to the ypimg man and woman of 
■^is^ age,objects of beauty thqt bad never previously been recognized. 
Nature takes on a new radiance;beapty of form and color are admired, 
whether in the objects which nature scattei:s^ here ,and there or in 
those things which man himself has fashlpned, 3eauty is sought, and
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worshipped. The-fa'ct-that the hoy or,girl who in-childhood .^d 
early A'do'TescencTe -were-oarelese of their-personal appearance ^
now begin to seek personal adornment^ comeo*jjartly a's a result, of 
this fact. Love of the other' seX .niay be the immediate oocasicy:! 
the case Of som'e "Individuals ^ but this'new appreciation of appear-* 
anceO lies' ln‘> the* background-, A. feeling :af fitneas,of perfection^ 
is developed'Which"functions'‘either JLn the realm of aesthetics or- 
of a(5hduct^ and'which‘darinot*-be explained in terms of the merely 
intellectual. ^ r'
As we-have-already observed'in this thesiS,irolitloja has both , 
Intellectual and feeling -elements at its source, I-£ by- volition we
merely..-mean the .keeping: constant to one definite pur- 
VOLITIONAL ^
* pose without any fluototion whatever,we could notDEVELOPMENT, ^
say that volition is very s^jrong at this time,since 
the life at this period seems to -be swayed ih-varioUa directions 
because of the fact that ■'conduct-is^not .directed so m&ch by reason 
As by feeling. If we mean whefi .w.e speak of exercising the will ^ the 
broader function,namely that of the self expressing Itself in action, 
volition reaches a very high stage at this time,for the boy or girl ^ 
in middle Adolescence is characterized by action. His interest is 
not in formal belief but in action;not In creed but in 'conduct.-Very * 
definite choices are made,In fact there are few periods in life when 
everything- is subject to such preferment and choice. Goals are set 
up and conduct is more or less in accordance with the reaching of 
these goals. It is true,there is so much fluctuation of feeling 
that there is not a steady ion broken march towards any goal. There 
are often moreover,so many goals set up that the progress toward 




of the others^ Strength of will in the sense of, controllong-all con­
duct in the-direction of one or a few ends is not manifest. But 
strength of will in the sense of -expressing thought in co]3duct,iddas
in immediate and-c.onstant activity.iis most assure'dly present* *TKe 
whol-e period'-of Middle Adolescence Is not npeht Ih^^llerit-meditati 
tion and deep thought jhut in.'the expression of deep'over-powering 
feeling in the reaching Ctf 'thdse ~^nda which the mind intuitively p 
projects -upon the rapidly moving screen of experience,
The Period of Middle Adolescence is markedr hy the preden'ce of 
d.eef feeling. The mind thinks-in' teims'of social rather than indivi­
dual Interests, but the mental proce^’ses* are'-ae^ 'ihbse 
involving Intuitive.lassumptlons rather than clear 
reasoning. Activity is very prominent,expressing in conduct the deep 
emotions which fill the soul. The presence of the sex instlnc-t l-s- 
the basis for the deep feeling tones, which lie •at the -basis of' the 
mating Impulse, the love of beauty^ arid the altruism which :1s so 
important for the Ilfs, of .society.
Summary,
CHAPTER VII
LATE ADOLESCENCE,' 'IK--- ^-1 - -- -
The period of Late Adolescence extends from the age of eight- 
teen to twenty-four thus completing the growth from childhood to 
maturity. It grows out of the preceding period and melts gradually 
into adult life and experience. What the life and character is to
- V
be from now on depends on what has gone into the individual ex-" r ' ^
perience before the Individual passes from the period of youth to
that of adult life. The life becomes to a large extent fixed; there 
is no longer the ability quickly to change habits ated ways of think­
ing, for the period of rapid development in the physical organism
. r ^- * I *
comes to an end,and its mode and manner of functioning remains con-
stant. The pliability and exuberance of youth gives way to the
, 1
stability and constancy of maturity.
f
The body increases comparatively little in height during this 
period,’ Its development is in the nature of filling out the fram- 
work which is already existing as the result of
PHYSICAL
rapid growth in height in the succeeding periods.
DEVELOPMENT.
This is the period of maturing of all bodily func-i ion 
itions., Euless energy and endurance are the 'characteristics of 
most young people of this age. Thomson says,"The pages of history 
are written full of the records of the daring,endurance,Inventlve-
t
ness,self-sacrifice,and nerve of this group, A glance at any of the 
daily papers will indicate the great proportion of crimes of sheert
nerve and physical daring committed by young people in these years,
V
They lack the skill of maturity but exhibit the fearlessness of un­
limited physical powers."J
Athletics make a very strong appeal,not simply because of the
energy demanded but also because of the skill required of the par­
ticipant. For nicety of" skill and perfection of bodily control
} ' r ^ ‘ - 59- - ' -c ^
Thompson, "Handbook For Workers With Young People!! pp.27
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this period is not excelled at g,ny o_ther„^ perlod_ in. life. The awkard-
nessjthe ebh anji ^low of pnergy,and the general lack of control
of the previous years are all gone. There is a cpnBl:.a^Gy of ener^,
a possession of skill,a grace of movenient whiph gives to t-^e yovmg
>
man- and young womein a confidence in their own po.we^s and an- assur­
ance of their ability to cope with the. varie4 experiences of life. 
Physical ..competition is greatly enjoyed because it gives an oppor­
tunity to try o,ut and display the newly acquired powers. The vast 
majority of records in college athletics are. made by young men 
and women of this age. Again quoting Thompson,’’There seems to be 
no limit to the amount oC time and energy which youngspeople are 
willing to put into th® processes of deyelpping themselves or their 
group in excellence In any desirable field of activity."^
In the previdus periods we noted great eratfhcity in both the 
functioning of the body and the mind due. to the close interaction 
of the two,and now with the .growth of efficiency in the one we
find Increased efficiency in the other^^ThiB may well
MENTAL
DEVELOPMKNT.
be terpied the age of- reason, for we find everything
being tested in the light of reason. The beliefs and 
customs of the past which have been accepted more or- less on faith 
up to this time,are now critically examined and In^aome cases.dis­
carded. Much has been, said concerning, th©- do.ubts that, arise at this 
time.coneeniing* the very structure of the individual and social 
life,and various plans have -bpen suggested by which the perplexing 
situation that ai'iopS; may-he, either ppevepfed or made less severe, 
Popbts,however,are-but the growing paing. which aocompany^ the com­
ing into a greater and fqller mental life. Much,.undoubtedly,can be 
done to make that passage easi-er -and more normal,but the prevent-
Thompson, “Han4feook For Workers With Xoung People’.’ pp.281
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ing of doubt altogether may well be the mBans of preventing mental 
growth. The min'd must learn to wall? even as the little child sooner 
or later must trust to the support 6f Its legs i-f it ds ever to 
grow into manhood. Thus It Is In Late Adolescence, .The Individual^ 
because of'the structxxre of society and the structure of hi's-own 4:1 
mind^has to depend more .and more upon his owii powers. This demands 
that he test those th^Tigs. which are^ worth while^ and often In this 
process of testi'ng^because he finds so many things which are hard 
to understand and explain,for awhile he lives with a mind that d 
doubts almost everything. -s “ ^
The mind' in Late Adolescence,hbweviffr, i® not entirely'different 
from what it was in theprecedlng^-peridda. It Simpdy differs in its 
method of functioning and in its power of application. The early 
adolescent has less confidence in himself and is hesitant about ex­
pressing his opinion. The middle adolescent mind is more subjective^ 
attempting to link up hl-s 41fe with snclety around him. The later 
adolescent mind reaches out into a broader field .and is interestedr- 
in building ,up a pomplete philosophy 'of life. His mind hunts 
through the imlverse of thought and experience^trying to build up 
universal principles and to correlate life as a whole'r There is a 
self confidence which did not exist before,-and In'Oase he cannot 
agree with the thoughts and beliefs of 'fehe'^ast^instead of’doubt­
ing his own ability to solve these problems^-he doubts the solutions 
that have been given by cTtherSjand sets up his own theories in 
their place, This often results in a certain narrowness of view 
due to inexperience^for'he can simply make his interpretations in - 
the light of what he has already learned^ and sinc’e”hia experiences 
have been limited,he does not have the background of knowledge
that will always lead’^hlm to the most complete Interpretations.
Growing out of this broadened range 0{E interests and the in­
creasing power of mental application,is the desire for discussion 
and debate. Never wanting, in strong personal opinions,no opportunity 
is overlooked for learning and opposing the opinions of others. This 
although somewhat embarassing at times^has its advantages in that 
it helps in clarifying the thoughts^and makes it possible for the 
individual to arrive at the norms by which his ideas and conduct 
may best be guided and evaluated.
Middle Adolescence as. we saw is characterizev^by ^the s^trec^bh6S,
of the we may safely say that Late Adolescence is
characterized by the strength and function of reason. Prom 
the realm,.of things and people the mind is carried into a know­
ledge of the underlying principles of life^and objects and people 
are - considered not as separate entities but as part of a vast 
system having close relationship with one another and subject to 
universal laws. Science,sociology,economics,ethics and religion all 
offer interesting fields of study into which the Late Adolescent 
enters with pleasure,and exercises his mind^just as in earlier 
years his growing body had found a strange satisfaction in physical 
exercises.
When we speak of the development of feeling- in~Late Adolescence, 
we do so not with the meaning of Increased power to feel,but rather
in the sense of a greater concentration ot feel-
THE DEVELOPMENT .
Ing in certain definite directions. In this
OF FEET .TNG.
period we find a greater control being exercised 
over the feelings,and although they are still strong they are not 
allowed to rim riot to the same extent as formerly. This is pro-
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"batly due to the fact that the reasoning power as we have already
seen has grown stronger,and also "because the world of experience has
"been better organized and Is better known. Certain definite things
are now desired and the feelings are concentrated upon them rather
than being scattered promiscuously here and there. Just as In the
case of the small child,ahter a year or two of experience with the
world of objects Into which It has been born,certain definite move- 
talcei.place
mentB>5 so It is In Late Adolescence. The social world which at first 
was so confusing^loses its strangeness and certain values stand 
out above others and are greatly cherished and desired. The emotions 
and sentiments gather around them and give vent to the pent up 
feelings wlthlh.
The feelings at this time associate themselves with certain 
principles rather than with mere objects. Patriotism comes to a 
stage such as was not before realized,for native land stands for 
a miiltltude of ideas and associations In the place of a few concrete 
ideas. This was very evident in the late war when so many of the 
young men who were too young to come within the draft age even, 
enlisted In the army and were ready to sacrifice for those prin­
ciples which they believed their country stood,and for -the honor 
of that coimtry in the sight of the world. The attraction of or­
ganizations at this time,such as Pratemltle's,Clubs et cetera-,also 
rises from the same source,namely the principles for which they 
stand,and not merely the desire for comradeship which,however,is 
still strong,and also has Its Influence,
It is during this period that most young men and women select 
their life partner. In the place of many loves of shorter or longer 
duration as the/.may be,there comes one Intense love which is all
V .
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absorbing. All of the emotions are concentrated at this one pointy 
and for the sake of winning this member of the other sex,almost 
everything else will be sacrificed if necessary. This of course 
is built upon the sex instinct which matures at this time and which 
seems to overshadow all the other instincts. This deep all absorb-
r
Ing passion makes Itself felt in every avenue of consciousness and 
'is probably the force behind all of the worth while sentiments which 
are developed,,for it is impossible to differentiate the other feel­
ings from it in respect to their nature. The presence of this in^ 
Btinct is of the greatest Importance,thefefope,for upom-itbmay be 
grafted the highest and noblest aspirations of which human nature 
is capable.
Social life is desired at this time partly because it gives • 
opportunity for exchange of thought,but also because of the feeling 
of pleasure which such associations bring. Although a large group 
of acquaintances and associates are enjoyed,real friendship is 
reserved for a chosen few. This is in perfect alligment with the c 
concentration of affection upon one member of the other sex rather 
than scattering among many,and is a part of the deepening process 
which goes on in the whole realm of consciousness.
A life vocation is-also selected at this time in the natural 
order of events,and here again there is a concentration of Interest 
and feeling as well as thought. The preparation for this vocation, 
and also the actual participation^devours much feeling which hither­
to was thrown in various directions,
A'a.lffe VreuMpnatugailytbxpeetsfrCimgour study in the earlier 
sections of this thesis,with the ripening of the reasoning powers 
and the concentration of the fueling tones,volition becomes an
i
Important factor in consciousness. Beginning in childhood with
physical and-mental dependence on-others, contlfiulng
DEVELOPMENT
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in Adolescence with a lack of >confldenoe in self "be­
cause of the changes felt within and without,but 
with a growing independence of thought and aQtion,the Individual at 
this time begins to ^exercise a more complete and constant power of 
volition. This comes partly as a result of the nature of our social 
and economic life whlch^tends to throw individuals of this age up­
on their own resources,but it is due chiefly to the fact that the 
unfolding self now automatically exercises that function.
The emotional, life as we j^ave already seen -becomes more constant 
at this time and thus makes it .possible for the individual to reach 
6ut for certain ends with a greater continuity and persistence of 
effort. Life goals are often set up and remain constant throughout 
life, .This is due to the fact that the self ,has become-in -its very 
nature more steadfast,and also to the d’act that because Qf advanced 
reasoning powers^the ends selected^ arj more worth while and not 
subject to overthrow by later reflection.as was the case in the
earlier periods of life.
The great choices of life fall directly upon the shoulders of 
the individual himself. He selects and prepares himself for a life 
vocation. He chooses his life partner and establishes his own 
home. Responsibility such as he was not formerly called upon to 
bear,is tacitly placed upon him by soclety^^and is accepted,unless 
he is abnormal in his social development.
The measure of this volition is not the same with all individuals
>
however. The development which has been mentioned^is the complete 
development which should come in normal Individuals whose physical
66
•and mental inheritance has been wholesome,and whose environment 
has been of a suitable character. There are numerous cases where 
this development id not normal because of the nature of the heredity 
or environment. This may be true of the development of any of the 
factors of consciousness in any or all of the periods of life, Ke 
are concerned here,however,with the.study of what is the case where 
development is normal,and not with those abnormalities which cannot 
be accepted as the regular order of life.
Late Adolescence is a Period in which there is a completing 
and balancing of life. The body becomes rounded out in its growth
and activities'. The mind develops the power to think 
Summary. _' 7^ 1
through problems and to correlate ideas and experiences.
Feeling is still intens'e but is better controlled and concentrated. 
Volition becomes constant,and activity,instead of being haphazard 
ahd fragmentary,becomes regulated and orderly. Thus the individual 
achieves inner unity and is equipped and fitted to become a well 








^ ADOLESCENCE AND IDEALS. I
The first section of this thesis is given over to a discusBion 
of -the Ideal,analysing it into its compohent ^artS and showing the ^ 
importance of each part In the creation and existence of the whole. ^ 
Thought,feeling,and volition are seen-to he the outstanding factors ' 
in the creation of the ideal,for no ideal exists except as these , 
three factors in consciousness are at work’, ^he formation of the i ^ 
Ideal was s^en to" he the, highest 'function possible for the human m ^ 
mind,and it^'importance In both individual and social life was noted^; 
The religious ideal we learned,differs from other ideals not in the 
mental processes at work in its creati6n,but in Its content. The 
idea of God is Involved and it is the presence of this idea that t 
transforms presonal and social Ideals into religious Ideals, |
Part two of thfe'^thesis deals'with the period of Adolescence, ( 
showing its relative place and Importance in the span of life. The | 
development of the child prior to Adolescence is briefly considered, 
and a suggestion is given as to the influence of Adolfesc'ence upon 
later life. The Period of Adolescence is'“‘theh divided ihtio thl^ee J
X
sections,and the development that takes place during these smaller 
periods is considered under the heading of physical,mental,feeling, 
and volitional growth. The normal development of the individual is 
traced through these periods,showing that the first period is 
characterized by great physical growth; the second period by emotion­
al development;and the third period by mental and volitional ex­
pansion and control in life.
It will be our purpose in this section to combine tlie two prev-
♦
ious sections In such a way as will best show the nature and dev­
elopment of religious ideals in adolescence. This is the goal of the 
whole thesis,and what has gone before'has be'en for the purpose of
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obtaining a knowledge of the nature of the ideals,and the develop­
ment that naturally takes place during Adolescence,so
PURPOSE OF
PAR^ III.
that we might be in a position to see how the two are
adapted to each other and mutually helpful in their
development. We shall seek to show that Adolescence is the natural
time for the development of ideals,and this of course includes rei
ligious ideals. Also that ideals are necessary if a full develop-
raent is to take place during the transition from childhood to
maturity. Some of the outstanding and most important agencies for
••
the development of religious Ideals will also be considered,not
from the standpoint of methodology,however,but from the standpoint
•» ,
of the psychological principles which underlie them.
This discussion will be carried on under the three periods of 
Adolescence,one chapter being given to each period. This is deemed 
advisable since the outstanding characteristics of one period are 
not those of the next period,and as a result the ideals created in 
one period naturally differ both in number and in character from 
those created in the next. Constant recourse will be made to the 
subject matter contained in the preceding sections of the thesis.
for as has already been stated,our aim will be,not the- Introduction 
of new principles but the correlating o-f those already discovered. 
We observed in our brief discussion of childhood and early i 
Adolescence that those characteristics which began to stand out 
prominently during Adolescence did not arrive suddenly and fully 
developed,but were present In a less conspicuous form during the p 
preceding years. What actually takes place is the maturing of these 
characteristics and we become conscious of them because of the 
outstanding part that they pbwyplay in the life.
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It would not benight to assume,therefore,that ideals are firsts 
formed after the entry into the turbulent waters of Adolescence,for
I
children often create ideals long before that time.
IDEALS OF
CHILDHOOD,
Kirkpatrick sayp,“Between -six and 1:.welve is the period '
for the establishment of standards of conduct both in 
the form of more or le§s blind habits and in the, form of conscious 
fdeas and ideals,. “In-another place^ referring to the period of 
Indlvldualism,he pa^s,"Rather early in this period the child begins 
to form ideals not only of what he would like to haye and to do,but (
t
of what he wishes to be, These ideals are formed accordance with ■
what seems pleasant' to him in fancy or has been learned by exper­
ience, or through, the teaching.pf parents*, or has been associated with
approval;-----The Ideals formed in this early stage play a conslder-|
able part in the child*s conduct and development. Although the ideals
frequently change and do not always control action even^ when stout­
ly held,yet the. effects-of the ideals during this period may be 
greater than at any period except that of adolescence,"^
In accepting l^hls statement as to the presence of the Ideals 
in childhood,we must remember that the idealheld at this period 
of life differs in many ways from that created in later llfe.^The
ideal we have discovered involves thinking,feeling,and 
THOUGHT, *' ...
willing. During childhood these three J'unctions of the
mind are rather- weak. The child for the most part thinks in con­
crete terms,and because hid experience has been small he does not 
have the material qut of which to' create big concepts. The ideas
rV b ,
which enter intp hLs ideal,therefore,are crude -and do not .have the 
logical consistency nor^ the attributes of completeness and per- 
fectlon that greater experience ^11 make possible. They are very 
J1)' Kirkpatrick, "The Individual In The Making"—pp. 120-121.,
apt to be narrow and selfish and In^thls respect do not measure up ^ 
to the standard of an Ideal such as would be created at a later
V -
period In life, 1We also noted In our study of childhood that feeling Is not ’
very constant and deep^but tends to be superficial and fleeting. '
This is not the time for noble sentiments,for-as yet *
FEELING. .
the social consciousness has not been developed, Feelr 
- ' J i
ings are woven around those things which minister to Immediate i
pleasure,or if around things more distant,they are still of a '
selfish quality. Here, again we note that this element of the ideal i
is of a very low grade, ' j
Childhood,moreover, is a time when authority and imi-tation are
the chief guides to conduct. The child for the most part accepts the!
ideas and plans of others and acts upon them without t 
VOLITION, I
much questioning. His conduct is not well thought out I
by himself,for oftentimes he is not consciousnofsany definite ends !
toward which he is working. He tells the truth because he has been \.... )
taught to do so and finds that truth-telling meets with approval •
whereas lleing meets with disapproval and is often followed by 
punishment. He does not consciously set up the standar.d of truth.
but accepts that standard unconsciously from others. Thus volition 
which is one of the outstanding elements in the ideal^is not very 
strong,and in this way the child does not create a very high type 
of ideal.
It is important,however that we realize the importance of these 
shadowy ideals of childhood in the creating of the higher ideals
y
ir* ^
in Adolescence, Consciousness develops gradually
IMPORTANCE
and as a result of the little streams of thought,
"OF IDEALS.
feeling,and volition,which pour into it day by day,
7-2
coming from experience. The high tide oA idealism can never come 
in Adolescence except as the mind has received in childhood those 
streams of thoxight,feeling and volition which swell up in the con­
sciousness and hurst forth in nohle ideals at a later period. The 
child who is permitted to lie and steal without any correction will 
he very unlikely to hold Ideals of truth ahd honesty later in life, 
for his mind will not he “filled with those ideas and attitudes 
which will influenc’e him to speak the truth and to act v/l'th honesty.
Moreover,hahlt plays a very Important part in the i^eal. The 
hahlt of truth telling will he of great aid at a later time,when 
the choice between llelng and truthtelling has to be made,and the 
willing to tell the truth will become 'much easier. Let us not 
minimize the importance of the crude Ideals of childhood,for they 
are the chrysalises from which will come those more beautiful and 
lofty 'forms which soar up to the uppermost realms of‘beauty,truth 
and goodness.
What has been said of the ideal in general hc51ds 'true"in‘re­
spect to the religious Ideal. The child*s thoughts of God are
rather crude and obiective. He is a Being somewhat
RELIGIOUS
distant from life,and partakes of purely anthropo-
.IDEALS.
morphlc qualities and characteristics^ some of which 
are not very admirable. He is the Heavenly Father,and his character 
as conceived by the child depends on the character of the earthly 
father. The conduct that the earthly father approves whether good or 
bad is very likely to be the type of behaviour that the child be­
lieves will please the Heavenly Father, God seem's to be very ob­
jective and therefore set'apart‘from actual life,and so the idea 
of God does not enter into the actual^control of conduct to the
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same extent as later In life.
The feeling element In relationship to God Is also somewhat ^
weak. We have reason to "believe tha,t even the love of the child for 
the parent Is not very xmselflsh,but is a response to the mlnlstra^ 
tions of the parent to the comfort 9f the, child, Consequen.tly It .is *
not very reasonable that the, child will have a very Intense love for 
§0d who is much more distant than the parentfand whose ministrations
to the comfort of the c^illd Is not so evident. Since religious ideals 
have a very large degree of feeling permeating them we come to the 
natiiral conclusion that childhood is not a -time when religious *
Ideals are plentiful or powerful. ■
We also noted in-discussing 1:he chs^racteristies of childhood, 
that volition is not very strong,for the conduct of the child is 1 
largely controlled "by authority and imitation. Therefore we have 
no reason to believe that the conduct of the child will be controll­
ed to any very great extent by religious Ideals. No great .choices t
V
involving the idea of God will be made.,and if the child engages 
in religious exercises and performs those deeds which are commonly 
believed to be pleasing to God,it will be because he la Induced to 
do this by the influence of parents or clode associates,and hot 
because of any definite choice of -his own.
We should note before passing on into a discussion of the place 
of religious ideals in later life, that tov^ard the end of the later 
childhood^ the ideal comes to have a more conspicuous place in the 
life of the Individual than in earlier childhood,simply because of 
the fact that those functions of consciousness by means of which 
the ideal is formed are going through a process of development 
during the whole of childhood. Moreover late childhood and early 
Adolescence blend into one another,and the former has many of the
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elements that we find in the latter.
It will not be necessary to give much consideration In'^thls 
thesis to the place of ideals in the life of the adult. The Ideals 
that we find there,whether religious or otherwise,are
IDEALS IN
fbr the most part those ideals that have been created
LATER LIFE.
in Adolescence. They “"continue to grow all through 
life it is true,for growth is the inherent nature of the ideal as 
was’observed in‘the analysis of the ideal. But as a rule,ianless 
ideals have been created during the period of Adolescence,later 
life will be very barren in this respect. This is due to the fact 
that after Adolescence, there is but‘little real'growth In'the* 
functioning power of consciousness. New attitudes are not readily 
cultivated;new ideas have to push their way into the mind;the 
emotional life tends to lose its fervor;and the exercise of vol­
ition will be along ^e channels already"cut and hardened by habit.
From'this brief survey of childhood and mature life in respect 
to the development of religious Ideals,we are driven to the conclu- 
sloUjthat somewhere between the beginning of life as represented 
by childhood,and maturity,there is a time v/hen the great ideals of 
life are formed. We shall continue our investigation in the three 
periods of -Adolescence in order that we may observe something of 




T_HE DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS IDEALS IN EARLY ADOLESCENCE.
It has already been made clear that as the child passes from 
Childhood into Early ,Adolescence^there, is no magical process such 
as was used by Circe to convert human beings into animals,by which 
the individual is suddenly changed into an entirely new being. The 
-boundary line between the two la purely artificial,and moreover, 
all individuals do not pass over this imaginary line at the same ^ 
time. It has been seen^ however, that development during Early Adoles-^j 
cence is very rapid and noticeable,and putstandlng changes are made \ 
in the individual during these years. These changes ^re of such a 
nature as make the creation of ideals of a higher type than ex­
isted in childhood possible,as will be shown in the following diss i 
cusslon.
We observed In the section dealing with the characteristics of 
Early Adolescence,that during this period the individual develops 
self consciousness and also its correl^ary .social consciousness.
This i'S of -^great importance for the development of ideals as will /
be shown. We shall first of all deal with the Influence of sejlf (
cpnsolousness and later w^th social consciousness showing the part ' 
that each plays in Idealization, We shall separate the two for the 
purpose of clearness and emphasis,although in,reality the two are 
Inseparable and cannot exist apart from one another.
It Is not necessary that we again show the processes at work 
in the development of self consciousness for that was covered in a
previous section. Such factors as sex development, 
the nature of the social environment,education, 
all play their part. Instead of accepting himself 
and living from day to day .somewhat mechanically, 






manner. He 136001360 conscioua of the way in-which hfe thinks,talks, 
feels, and acts,In a manner never- experienced before. He takes con­
stant -Stock of himself and recognizes his shortcomings as well -as 
his points of strength, it is this very fact that Is ""so' propitious *
for the creation' bf ideals, for it is only as one-becomes Conscious ^
i
of what he now is^that he can ever create for himself,high ideals 
of what he should become. Sel*f- satisfaction never leads to ideal'l‘za-1 
tion-,' ^
I
Self consciousness as has already been showh- has a very definite ^ 
influence in the whole realm of conscTioifsnes^, for it expresses It- \ 
self in thought','?eeling and volition. Let us see ItS' infl-uence- on ( 
these functions of the mind in “the creation of ideal-s.
, t'With self consciousness there opens up before the mind a field 
for thought such as was previously closed. Everything now has a \
meaning such as it never had'’befohe'',’for the indlvl-
Influence ofi
'dual'is donsclous of its relation to HIMSELP, Ideas
Thought.
are enlarged; thought becomes more abstract; richer 
concepts are created'. Things which were previously accepted in their 
entirety are now analysed into their various elements. At least an 
attempt is.made at analysis, for as yet thlh'new-world of'-meaning 
is very strange and discomfiting. The thing that v/e are concerned 
with here,however,is the fact that the ihdivldiml begins th think 
for himself and a~bout himself. He is no longer satisfied with his 
present condition,for as he compares himself with others and sees 
himself as he thinks others see him,he of necessity seed room for 
improvement. And with this feeling of need there comes to him the 
remedy,for his mind now has the power to think domewhat constrictive- 
ly,for creative Imagination is at work in this period. And so,he
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has formed within his mind an Ideal^or at least the nucleus of an 
ideal.
>•
Self consciousness is not merely an intellectual process.
Influence
on Feeling^.
however. It has strong feeling elements. In fact It.seems probable '
that it begins with feeling,for it comes for the most?
*
part as a result of the phyaipa^L changes that are 
taking place from which arise a multitude of feeling \ 
tones,strangely new and embarasslng. Feeling in childhood 1b super- ^ 
ficlal and fleeting. In Adolescence feeling deepens and broadens 
and has a greater influence on the_whole life. This again la propl- * 
tious for the creation of ideals. Objects which previously held a ^ 
shallow attraction for the child are now clothed with intense feel­
ing, In fact everything takes on a subjective meaning. Nature 
which had been Hisyokedoupdnv^sr being something apart from itself and 
very objective,now holds out a sort of a fellowship.
We noted in our discussion of Early Adolescence that this is a
time when the imagination is very strong,and the individual delights
- * ^ 
in reading stories of great heroes and imagining himself doing the
same things that the hero does. Frequent excursions are taken into
the realm of fancy for this is much preferred to the real world.
for^'pcssesses a greater warmth and beauty. All of this reading and
t
day dreaming,however, is self centered, for the indivlduaij. is con­
stantly taking the self of which he has become consciousness and 
playing with it in his imagination in much the same way that a 
child plays with a new toy. But it is easy to see that this is of 
great value in the construction of ideals,for the individual is 
trying out mental images of himself which have not yet been realize^, 
and is clothing them with feeling,which makes their realization 
desirable. After this experimental process has gone on for some
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time, some 'ideas will rise above the-others and will become “the 
permanent goals for lif-e.
We must admit that there is not much consistency of action at 
this time,and in this respect volition may be considered somewhat 
weak. But if we remember what is taking place in consciousness, 
this is but natural.- As-yet, thought is not well correlated. The 
individual does 'hot understand" himself nor the world in which he 
lives. He walks many unnecessary steps,because the way over which 
he is traveling is strange. In addition to this,he 'feels emotions 
surging within which are new and ungovernable, is not certain 
of hims’elf and therefore does many things whleh he should not 'do 
and leaves undone many things which he should do.
Notwithstanding this,volition is present to a greater extent I 
than before. He now makes choices which he never felt the need of 
of making at an earlier time. Instead of doing and
Influence on
becoming what others desire and decide for himjhe
Volition.
now acts for himself,and to some extent afleast 
in conformity with the standards and conceptions vhich he has 
chosen for himself. Here again we find a groundwork upon which 
ideals can' be and are built.
Let us now turn to a consideration of social consciousness,and 
see the part which it plays In the creation of ideals. The indivl- 
SOCIAL dual now lives in a world of persons,whereas,he
COHSCIQ0SHE5S. had been living in a world of objects. This is an 
important factor in the formation of ideals,for it is from-'the world 
of persons with whom he now be'comes acquainted that he extracts 
those elements which are to be built into Ideals -of life and conduct.
Thought, feeling and volition are alh-^influenced by social coh-
79
ap£ousne^s. iThe individual J19W thinks in terms of other persons,of
what they are doing,and of whajb they are thinking*-
Influence on
He observes that some people seem to he vastly
Thought,
superior to Others,and that this superiority seems 
to be due to certain factors. Instead of thinking of other people 
as being solid wholes,he observes certain characteristics which 
belong to them',and learns, ^o think of these characteristics apart 
from the people to whom they belong. Thus it is possible for him 
to regroup certain qualities of character,and to create ideal 
personages such as may not exls-t,and yet which-seem very real to 
him. Or he may herolze a- certain individual wlqo^ seema tO' possess 
the greatest number of these qualities,and to read into him other 
qualities which he in reality does not possess. Thus v/e find an 
ideal being created.
In this extension of thought.,he also begins to understand why 
certain things are*permlssable and others forbidden,for he sees the 
effect that the actions of an individual ^i^ay l^aye upon, society as a 
whole. Jllght,then becomes not the say-so of some person,but an inner 
recognition by the individual himself. This is what is known as the 
birth of the moral sense,and from now on action v/ill be either moral 
or tonoral, A choice must now be made between right and wrjcng^and 
Ideals of .conduct can be established as a result of this increased 
knowledge.
Feeling is also influenced by social consciousness. Emotions 
and feelings are created as a result of certain forms of stimuli 
entering the mind. As has been shov/n, social consciousness. Increases 
and Intensifies the world in which the person dwells. The Adol­
escent now sees himself surrounded by perso^fs where once there had
80
Influence on been objects,and his mind is filled with concern
as toAothers may be thinking of him,and because of 
the attitudes that he observes or imagines on the part of others 
toward him. Some people are loved intensely and others are disliked. 
We cannot very well analyze the likes add dislikes which spring 
up at this time,although there does seem to be certain definite 
psychological laws governing them. A really unselfish person is 
better liked than one who is selfish. Beauty is preferred to ugli­
ness, and so forth.
The thing that is of importance for us,however,is this. With t 
this increased feellng,and its expression toward pthers,Important 
factors are at work which may be utilized in the creation of ideals. 
We are prone to imitate the thing that we admire and love. If a boy^ 
therefore,has a great affection for a certain man,as is often the 
case at this period, that man will in all probability be his ideal-, 
arfd those chdrActerlstlcs possessed by the man will be the ones v ^
valued above all others,and will be Incorporated in his ideal for '
himself. And these qualities will be so surrounded with feeling 
tones,because of his affection for the one possessing them,that »
• •a
they will be the object of desire above all others,at least until 
that time when they are supplanted by qualities belonging to some 
other object of affection.
Social consciousness will also express itself through volition. 
Action will be more in alllgment with the well being of those
around him,because of the fact that he now recog­
nizes the effect that those things which he does
9
will have upon others. As we have already remarked, 
the Early Adolescent is very much concerned over what others think
Influence on
Volition.
of him. He is very desirioue of winning the approval of others,and 
makes, this the outstanding goal of activity. Those things^ which 
society' approves he seeks to Incorporate into his life. Thus it is 
that the moral standards which have been established by 'society 
will be the-ones which he is most likely to accept and use. The 
influence of his home and his associates is very important right 
here,for the principles which are accepted by those with whom he 
associated the most are the natural ones for him to accept. He 
wills to do that which others have adopted simply because of the 
fact that he is anxious to win approval,and as yet is not fully 
capable of realizing the univo3:'8al worth and signl*ficance of the 
standards which he has accepted.
From whaj, has been said it is evident that the ideals formed at 
this time are for the most part personal ideals. The Adolescent
spends this period getting well acquainted' with 
himself,and before he has sufficient confidence 
to Investigate the world around him very thor-
PERSONAL IDEALS
MOST PREVALENT.
oughly,he finds it necessary to first understand himself. And so he 
thinks largely in terms of himself,and the ideals which he creates 
are not very social in their application. He is not concerned with ^ 
great- social reforms,for he does not understand society well ‘
enough to attempt to reform it. He is beginning to understand him-
- t ' ' /
self however,and realizes his own need of improvement and perfection,.
He has Ideals of physical perfection and skill,for he begins to 
realize that his body is capable of considerable development. He |
« f
may have Ideals of mental efficiency,although these are not so pro­




to do thos-e things which will^e pleasing to' others,and especially * 
those whom he esteems and admires. 'It can readily “he seen,hcJwevfer, 
th:at because of lack of experience and because-hia-deyeiopmerit as 
yet is not complete,all of these Ideals will of necessity be chang- ' 
ed from time to time as greater insight and understanding comes to /
jk ■
him. But the Important thing. Is'.^that Ideal^T of considerable worj^h 
are being formed,which will be th'6 forerunners of others of greater 
value' and more universal ih^ their implication and application.
But what of religious ideals at this time*? TTo we find Ubd Con­
sciousness present to any greatb5?>:^xtfent than in the period of 
Childhoodf ‘We ma‘y safely ^swer in' the affirmative,-for as we dis­
covered in the''analysis of the ideal,religious Ideals 
differ from other Ideals not in the process by which 
they are formed, but simply in hheir content. Therefore-\ 
what has been said in regard to the develbpmbnt of ideals in gen­
eral, is true in regard to the development of the religious Ideal,
With the advent of self consciousness -and social-c''ohSGlousneBs 
there- is increased God. consciousness ^if''opportunltjies have been 
offered for the presentation of religious instruction. In childhood
)
God is a being somewhat distant and objective. In Adolescence,God
is felt to be a part of the life within,for He is 
not merely intellectually conceived “but He is felt. 
This change in the conception or apprehension of 
God is sometimes known as conversion. The ‘individu­
al now becomes vehy conscious or the presence -of God,ahd ’sokretimes 
this •consciousness dawns upon him very suddenly. It seems ‘to come 
just as the light comers when the electric button is pressed,and he f 




Conversion most frequently oocurs-ln middle Adolescence as
V
shown by the investigations of Starbuck,but therpare many cases 
between the years of tv/eive and fifteen. If the background of
r i. c
training has been definitely religious,there is considreable 
reason to bel-leve that God consciousness will become very strong 
at this time. The very instability v/hlch the individual feels with­
in himself.causes him to feel the need of companionship with one 
who is strong ^ind steadfast. This in part probably explains the
(
\
many cases where adult friendship and companionship^ are desired and 
sought, There is a desire to become attached to someone who has
r
the more steadfast and permanent qualities of life.
Moreover,feeling becomes very powerful and is lavished upon
those who are admired.because of the characteristics which they
possesB^and because of the sympathy which they are willing to offer.
The Christian conception of God here fits in with a heart felt need,^
God is declared to be all powerful,good,anf kind,and this conception^
gives the individual every encouragement to associate with Him,
Moreover,the fact that the early Adolescent is so sensitive to the I
/
thoughts and attitudes of others,and so often is unhappy because 
of some real or supposed slight,causes him to seek "the One-TOio is
ever sympathetic and kind.
The personal ideals which are created at this time may,therefore.
I
be converted into religious ideals, Jesus may become the hero /
whose life the individual seeks tb copy,or he may heroise some
individual who professes and practices Christian principles. He ^
may understand that he is pleasing God by developing his body to
its highest point of efficiency,and by training his mind to think '
i
clearly and correctly. That God is pleased when he practices up-
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rightness in thought and life. Thus definite religious Ideals may 
be cultivated,which,during the following years shall grow in con- j 
tent and Intensity.
It will be well to 8uggest,however,that religious ideals will ^
' 4 -
depend on the instruction concerning God that is given to the in-
IMPQRTANT AGENCIES
IN THE DEVELOPMENT
■ OF RELIGIOUS 
IDEALS.
dividual and upon the traning that is given 
in the actual worship of God. Personal ideals 
may come because of the inherent nature of * 
the mind and because of the associations that 
are formed with others. Religious ideals \
must be definitely taught and developed,otherwise the child may go 
all through life.without any definite God consciousness.
The home is'an important factop in this work,for the ideas and ,
attitudes common to the home are very likely to be incorporated in
the life of the individual. If God is spoken of frequently, 
reverently, devoutly, thoughts of God will be created' in the j
mind of the child, and in Early Adolescence v^hen the mind is so sub- f
-V
oeptlble to the presence of other minds and thoughts it will be 
ready to appreciate and grasp the idea of God in its fuller 
significance. Moreover,if the child has been taught to pray,the ] 
channels at this time will be open through which the child can 
reach God and God reach the child.
The Church next to the home I's the most important factoE in the 
development of religious ideals. It is here that he receives in­
struction about God and is shown how God has revealed
The Church.
himself in the Bible^through the teachings there 
given,and especially through the lives of men which are recorded. 
Jesus Christ is held up as the great ideal,and his life and teaching 
are shown in all their perfection and-beauty. Here too,the indivi-
dual is trained in worship,and learnt to think, of &od as heipg- 
present in every walkof life*,and ever ready -to giy^ aid to those 
looking to him.
Christian men and -women as' revealed -in writings or in actual 
life are probably the most influential in creating religious ideals 
during this period. Although having the power of
Living
abstrac-t thought to a greater degree than at any. other
Examples,
period of life up to this time,yet the mind likes to 
find real living examples which portray the chara-cter and will of 
God. Thus it* is that example is much* more powerful than precept in 
the* formation of religious ideals,and .is far more readily accepted 
and understood during Early Adolescence.
The rapid changes that take place during Early Adolescence is 
very helpful in the formation of ideals. Thought,feeling and voli­
tion are developed as .the result of the advent of
Summary,
self consciousness and social consciousness,and each 
of these functions of the mind ,are better prepared fortthe forma­
tion of ideals. Ideals are for the most part personal ideals'at 
this time.
Religious ideals are also the natural outgrow,th of this period 
if the right influences, are brought to -bear upon the life. .The home 
and the Church are the outstanding agencies by means of which these 
religious ideals are created. The example is more powerful than the 
precept in revealing the character and will of God.
CHAPTER X.
^THE DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS IDEALS-IN MIDDLE ADOLESCENCE.
By the time that Middle Adolescehce reached, the indiv-idual 
has become better acquainted with his developing self,and' rega'ins 
some of the confidence in himself which he unconsciously exercised 
in Childhood. During this- period he is busy getting acquainted 
with the world around him. In Early Adolescence everything Was 
self centred,and although social consciousness was present it was 
more of an embarassment than a satisfying factor in life. The eyep 
of the individual were ever turned on himself,and for that reason 
he felt that the eyes of others v/ere also upom him.
Middle Adolescence is spent in trying out the socidl world 
which was so embarassing in the previous period; It is now found to 
be full of pleasant surprises,and nothing is so
SOCIAL CON-
much enjoyed as association with others. Self is to
SGIOUSNESS
STRONG,
some extent forgotten in the enjoyment offered through
social contact with others. This is the time when 
altruism is very strong,for with a sympathetic appreciation of 
others there is developed an interest in'their joys and sorrows.
Here again we find this development expressing itself through the 
three avenues of consciousness,thought,feeling,and vblltion. It is 
not necessary to consider this in detail,for in the section dealing 
with the characteristics of Middle Adolescence 'this was discussed 
at length. We shall,however,see the relationship of this development 
to the formation of Ideals.
Thought In this Period is not so closely linked up with self, 
but takes long excursions Into the realm of human relationships. 
There is not a careful consideration of all of the problems invol­




standing features of social life are recognized,for in
many cases the individual is now earning a living and 
learning some of the responsibilities of life by experience,while 
others are still continuing their education and engaging in studies 
which will also bring them in contact with the social responsibili­
ties which fall upon each member of society in a well ordered com­
munity.
Moreover, the mind is still developing,and although this period 
is characterized by deep feeling rather than deep reasoning,yet 
there is greater power of Judgment and a greater ability to under­
stand relationships than in the previous period.
Thus we see that there is a growing power to form ideals of 
greater magnitude than previously existed,for there are present in 
the mind ideas connected with life which are more far reaching and 
more universal. Thought is not so closely bound up with self but g 
goes out into the practical relationships of life,and as a result 
the Ideals that are created are not so strictly personal,but are 
more social in their thought content.
Middle Adolescence is the time when feeling is predominent,a
#
fact which is well v/orth considering in its relation to ideal
formation. In Early Adolescence,strong feeling tones 
are present but are not so intense nor so permanent 
as in the following period. Feelings at this time are more of the 
emotional type which consist of a response, sometimes bj?lef,tp a 
definite stimulus. During' this period higher forms of feeling 
which we have already termed sentiments are developed,v/hich are 
more permanent and more refined in their nature, Dr.Athearn says, 
“This is the period when emotion becomes sentiment. It is the time
Feelinfe.
8^8
of romance,Attraction for the opposite sex now causes interests 
in dres^,etiquette,and the graces .of polite society to develop.
Thie is the time to awaken the nobler sentiments of patriotism 
and religion.”
Sihc© feeling plays so prominent a part in the creation and 
malntainance o^* ideals,we can readily see that this period is 
most suitable for the creation of Ideals. Accompanying the Increased 
range, in knowledge comes this intensifying of feeling,which makes 
the formation of social Ideals not only possible but natural and 
probaple. Moral ideals are built if the right thought content has^ 
been placed in the mind,for all thought is now highly emotionalized. 
Altruistic feelinga are present and clothe those forms of conduct 
which are seen to be beneficial to others. Such ideals as chastity, 
honesty,unselfishnessjhonornand kindred others which fin;? their 
expression in the every day relationships of life may be well used 
to express this spirit of altruism,which is so prominent at this
time. ,~ 4
With the development of reason and the growth of feeling comes
greater power of 'volition. This is the time of acti'on,for the pre*--
ence of Intense feeling projects, thought o.ut into the
Volition, . ,-------- field of activity.. Ideals may be frequently changed
at this time because of growth in knowledge,but while they remain
they have a great influence upon conduct,for the individual
mercilessly measures his conduct by them and does his very best
to achieve them. The social ideals that are created,although they
may be in need of considerable remodeling as to the ideas present
in them after wider experience with the world,are pursued in a way
that sometimes demands muchcrBanrlfice and at the cost of much
embarassment. There is probschly no other time in IXfe when the 
individual is willing to wojrk and fight for his ^deal more stren- 
ously,and he is puzzled to uncierstand why it is that-adults- are not 
possessed with the same fine zeal.
If in Early Adolescence the Ideals which ai-e created Are^ljaygely 
personal in their application has to do specifically with the 
individual life,the ideals created in Middle Adolescence have a 
greater social content,and ;nay be termed social Ideals,for they 
have to do largely with the relationships bej^ween the individual* 
and the social world around him. Ideals having to do with the bett­
erment of society as a whole are more prominent thar; those which 
are based upon thoughts, of the self alone. This is but natural for 
the individual is nov/ becoming largely socialized,whereas in the 
previous period he had Just come from childhood which la individual­
istic,and had brought many of the ,tralts of childhood with him.
But l&t us now concern ourselves, with the question of religious
/
Ideals,agaltc remembering that religious ideals are but personal and 
social Ideals permeated with the thought of God. The
RELIGIOUS
increased power for thought,the greater depth of
IDEALS.
feeling,and the enlarged expression of volition arre 
therefore present -in religious Ideals in the same measure as in the 
ideals which have just been discussed,and as a result we immediately 
realize that Middle Adolescence is a favourabl'e time for their 
development.
With the growth of knowledge concerning the v/orld in which he 
lives,there should come to the Middle Adolescezitta greater concept 
tlon of God. In Early Adolescence, God is felt to have a very de­
finite relationship to the Individual,and instead of dwelling some.
Ideation.
place In the heavens,he is felt t*o dwell within. In­
stead of simply "being accepted a's an idea that has 
been taught by others,he is felt to be a very present reality.In 
Middle Adolescence,with the enlarged social conception, God is seen 
to be present in manifold ways. He is seen at work in History, 
guiding the desti‘ny“-of nations and individuals.. He is seen at work 
In such institutions ^a's the Church, through which he has expressed 
himself to men and has been building up His kingdom in the world. 
Thus the conception of God is broadened,and Instead of" fueling tharb 
God has merely a great intere^st Irr him,the individual sees .that 
God is Interested in men everywhere,and Is trying to help and 
bless them,' Moreover,He is seen in everything that is beautiful, 
a fact which Is probably based more upon feeling than reasoning.
It is in the realm of feeling that God consciousness becomes 
especially intensified. As we have already observed all thought at
this time is highly emotionalized,and this is especially
Feeling. , .------ true of the thought of God,that is,in ease a deffniJtet
thought content'- of God has been created in the preceding years. If 
there are no definite ideas of God present in the mind because of 
the fact that no Instruction has-been given concerning Him,we can­
not well expect that God consciousness will automatically spring 
up at this time. But if the right kind of religloud Ifistruo.Uon has 
been given,the idea of God will now possess great charm,and it will 
be clothed with a richness of feeling such as will make Him repre­
sent that which ia most desired. God as represented in the life of 
Jesus Christ will be the ob;Ject o* devout worship an'd zealous 
service,for here,there Is a strong appeaij. to the spirit of altruism 
which is so strong at this time." It is during this period that ‘^he
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greatest number,of conversions occur. These conversions are largely 
emotional in nature,and are the result of the consciousness of 
God through feeling rather than through a rational apprehension 
of Him.
Volition of God and a great love for Him are readily expressed 
in conduct. It is at this time that so many young men and women
decide' to give themselves into His service by devo;lift-
Volition.
'ing their lives to the ministry,to the mission field, 
or any other form of life v/ork which seems to offer an opportimlty 
for active Christian work. Religious thought and sentiments are im­
mediately carried over into activity,and although all conduct may 
not be entirely consistent with' the ideals that have been formed 
because of the conflicting feelings which arise from time to time, 
yet volition is strong in the sense that activity is very 'intense 
although somev/hat spasmodic.
Personal and social Ideals,therefore,may be readily converted 
into religious ideals,if God is introduced into the thought and 
shown to be very social in His character arid being, and to exemplify 
in His every act the highest and noblest virtues of which we can 
concrive. The individual will worship Him because of "what He is, 
and will serve Him because of what He can *do.
“■lii'considering the agencies best adriptfed to the development of
religious ideals at this time,we find that for the most part they
are the same as those noted in Early Adoles­
cence, The Reilgious Ideals developed'at this 
time are in very fev/ cases the simple out- 
grov/th of anything that Is taught or done at 





development in religious things. Home ties et this time may be brokoi 
because of economic conditions,but the influence of the
Home,
home life will, now be seen as never bef-orei, Tb,e ideas that 
have been created through social contact in the home and the 
attitudes that have been c'reated either ,as a result of definite tr 
training or simple imitation,will bring forth a harvest such as 
was-little foreseen,for the seeds which have lain hidden during 
the c^ill o-f childhood,and perhaps all through the changing tem­
perature of Early Adolescence,will now in the heat^of Middle Adpl^i 
escence spring forth for good or ^vil according, to their nature.,^
Next to the" home .in Itp importance,we must again mention the 
Church,for it is. h^re that the greatest religious culture is given.
In order to meet the growing need of the Adolescent
The Church,
and to engage his interest during this period,the 
SQclal character of religion should be taughty. The attitude pf 
Jesus toward the social problems of His time and the social nature 
of His teachings should be emphasized^in order that pellgipn may^be 
seen‘to consist not An^meyely saving one’s own life but in saving 
the life of the world.
The opportiAnity for public worship is also, of .great value for 
as has already been shown,'the youth of this age envoys, social 
participation in all forms of experience,whrther religious or 
otherwise. Since there is so great»an appreciation of beauty,the 
form of the worship service should be as beautiful as possible,and 
also the building in which the service in held. G-od is much mpre 
readily and easily cpmprehended and felt through the mediiim of the 
beauti-ful than by means of any agency which lackp-the element of 
harmony.
Expressional activities with a definite religious content are
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also very beneficial,for thj.s Is a time for action rather th^n
y i <
quiet meditation. Religion which does something la tl:ie type that ^ 
attracts,in fact no other type of religion is appreciated during 
this period. Ideals of service pan best be developed through, service, 
and all religious ideals should be of such a character as will have 
a definite influence^not merely^upon the individual himself, but 
upon others.
The Early Adolescent finds satisfaction in companionship with 
some adult,and tends to create his ideal out of the qualities poss- 
-Companions. essed by that person. The Middle Adolescent finds
"satisfaction inf^associating with others of hlS age and especially 
with members of the other sex. His Religious Ideals,therefore,will 
tend to be made of these qualities which he finds exemplified by 
the members of his social group,and especially those who are re­
cognized as the leaders in that group. If he mingles with those 
who possess definite religious convictions and practice religious 
principles in their life,he too will be likely to create religious 
ideals,and especially so,if in previous years he has had religious 
training in his home or in some church.
The presence of social consciousness as expressed through the 
channels of thought,feeling,and volition,is of great help in the
formation of ideals. Social Ideals take the place of
Summary.
the personal Ideals of the previous period,for the 
individual forgets self in his enjoyment of others. The spirit of 
altruism is very strong,and high Ideals for social conduct are 
formed and expressed.
The concept of aod is enlarged,and He is observed in the great 
social movements of the past and in certain institutions existing
In the present. Th^s is the time when conversion^ are most plenti­
ful,a fact that is due to the depth of feelins -existing during Middle 
Adolescence.
The Influence of the home life now shows itself,even thou^ home 
ties have been severed. The Church offers great aid in religious 
instruction,and presents an opportunity for socialized worship.The 
social group to which the individual belongs is an important factor 
in theicreation of religious ideals.
chap'e;er XI.
tHE DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS IDEALS IK LATE ADOLESCENCE.
During Late Adolescence the life takes on the form which will 
for the most part remain permanent,f03: development after this 
period will he along the general direction of the past,and will be 
a maturing of the processes already established,^>d^he ideals,there­
fore,which are created at this time,or those carried over from the 
previous years will in all probability be the Ideals which control 
conduct during th? rest of the life. It is fortunate,therefore,that 
in preparation for this,ideals at this time normally reach a more 
universal and comprehensive stage than existed in the previous years 
There is a slati^lngr off of those ideas which are- inconsistent with 
the rest of knowledge,and Ideals are established on those prin­
ciples which are seen to be permanent and universal.
As we observed in the section dealing with the characteristics 
of Late Adolescence,this period is characterized by the'prominence 
of* the- reasoning powers. Everything now is subjected
A TIKE OF
to the light of reason,and those ideas which are seen
TESTING.
-to be based'on fancy rather than fact are discarded. 
Early Adolescence is characterized by self consciousness;in this 
period there is a welding of the two. The young man and woman of 
this age look at life in Its entirety,and seek to find the under­
lying principles upon which both individual and social life is 
built. A complete Philosophy of life is soiightjand^the process of 
obtaining it,everything is subjected to a rigid examination, A 
great many doubts' arise as this process goes on,and yet such a pro­
cess produces beneficent results unless' something arises in ex­
perience which warps the reason and the judgment.
Ideals,we have discovered have thought content,andtherefore if
the highest type of ideals are to be developed and maintained,the 
ideas contained in them must be of the highest order,and must be 
consistent one with the other and with all other ideas which seem 
to portray the truth. For example,! may have as my ideal the 
establishment of a government built upon socialistic principles.
If my ideal is to be a worthy one I must examine all of those prin­
ciples to see whether or not they are consistent one with anothfeh^i 
otherwise the very government which I would establish may be the 
reverse of what I anticipate. I must also consider the Influence 
which such a government would have upon the economic and social
i
life of the country,for it is possible that instead of accomplishing 
the good that 1 desire I may do untold harm.
During Late Adolescence,therefore,there is a refining process 
in which much that vias accepted and valued is discarded because it 
will not fit in with the larger conceptions of life,
IDEATION.
The ideals of previous generations are weighed in the
balance, and if they are found wanting they are cast aside and rej.
- »
placed by ideals which seem more worthy and more consistent with 
the increased knowledge that has come to mankind. Many of the ideals 
held by former generations are accepted,however,for they seem to 
possess ideas which are permanent and universal in their -application.
f ^
Those ideas which have been emotionalized during the preceding
years,if they now prove worthy,will be retained ahd will be the basis
of the finest sentiments. In fact all of the Ideals which prove to
— ^
be universal in their application and perfect in their nature will 
have a greater influence upon the llfethan ever before,and wili be
t
retained as the goals of life.
During this period feeling tones are still strong but are under
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FEELIWa.
the control .of the reason to a greater extent than formerly. When 
the reason gives sanction,however", feeling may he just 
as intense,and is more permanent than even in the 
previous period. This is normally the time for the selection of a 
life partner,and the fact that such a selection is made with all of 
its accompanying responsibility,is a witness to the truth of this 
statement. The selection of life ideals parallels in many ways €he 
selection of life's partner,for they are tenaciously held to at the 
cost of great sacrifice if need be,and are not cast idly aside after 
a few years but are retained as the st^dar'ds *by which character
- f ^ . 4-
is measured and the goals toward which conduct is directed.
Volition is also" exercised to a greater extent than ever before. 
The home ties are frequently 'broken during those years,and the
individual faces life's problems in many cases all 
alone,and has simply from the necessity that is thrust 
upon him!to make choices for himsSlf. Those ideals which he has 
formed will now be brought into operation,but in case they are not 
exercised in regulating conduct they will soon die,or be replaced 
by others or discarded entirely and life will be controlled by 
the fleeting Impulses of the moment rather than by permanent 
standards.Ideals will now express themselves in action tha-fi may be 
almost habitual because of the constancy with which they are 
followed,or may merely remain in the mind as faint reminders of 
what should have■been,and because of the fact that they so little 
Influence conduct,lose the dynamic qualities without which they 
cease to be ideals at all.
The Ideals of this period will be both personal and social In
I '
their nature. The ideal of physical strength and sklll;mental vigor
VeLITION.
and clearnessjthe ideals of apcomplishment. in. the chosen vocation; 
the ideals of morality;all have personal and social implicatioEis as 
well as those which we have already termed the strictly social Ideals^ 
The individual who is deeply in love with a member of the other sex, 
as most of them are at this time,cherishes these ideals because 
they are related in his thoiights with ^fce one whom he loves,and he 
desires to realize them not merely for his own benefit but for the 
benefit of the one* who is the center of his affections. This circle 
is enlarged when he becomes a husband and a parent,and the personal
and social Ideals seem to blend in one,for he desires for himself 
that wnlch will also be good for the others,and desires for others
that which he believes to be good for himself.
Religious ideals are subject to the same laws as those already 
mentioned,and so v/hen we come into the realm of religion we finrf 
the same processes at work. All of the ideas with a 
religious content are subjected to a. rigid investiga­
tion, even though these same ideas have been accepted
RELIGIOUS
IDEALS.
and believed all the way up through life. The existence of God may 
be doubted, and only believed again after the arguments in its 
favour seem to outweigh those opposed to it. The various doctrines 
and creeds handed down from past ages are likewise carefully examin­
ed, and some of them may be discarded never to return. Forms of v/or- 
ship because of their apparent emptiness and inconsistencies may 
lose their attractiveness,and be given up. Religious ideals once^ 
cherished may be cast aside because they are seen to be built upon 
ideas which are not tenable.
In this apparent disruption,however,there is the laying of 
foundations which v/111 be strong and lasting If^lt is carrieji through
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to Its completion. Those rellgipus truths which are abiding will 
be finally reached,and even though they be found to be the ones 
discarded when the investigation began,^hey will ^n-qw be< cherished
all the more because of their, proved worth. There are many con-'- 
versions during this period,the last high point being at the age 
of-twenty. 'This conversion as a rule is not of the emotional type, 
but* is more Intellectual'In^its nature. The value of fellowship 
with G-od and a life built upon the principles which are taught 
in the name of God is recognized,and the religlpus ideals-which are 
accepted.although.strongly emotlonalizedj have-a very deXinite 
ideational content which keeps them wholesome -and causes them to be 
vmiversal in character.
The idea of God gathers increased meaning during this period, 




as in the lives -of men. The -lav/s of the univer.se are 
observed,and the various phenomena which were fomerly 
accepted with complacency are now considered with in­
creasing wonder. Especially is this true of the young
man or woman who goes on to College and there pursues scientific 
or philosophic studies. It. sometimes -happens,however,that the Idea 
of God is overshadowed by the seemingly mechanical ^nature o.f .the 
univGrse,-^nd although the moral Ideals, of Ilfs' may remain strong, 
the religious Ideals lose their emotional warmth and may be discarded 
The life and teaching of Jesus has a strong appeal tor those 
of this age,for here God is revealed in a way that beet -satisfies 
the reason while at the same time appealing to the,affections.
Life as interpreted by Him Is wholesome and strong; 'the principles 
which He advocates are observed to be applicable to real life In
A.
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the solving of its problems and in the achieving of noble character. 
The religious ideals in Late Adolescence,thereforpi tpnd to become 
those which we fin# exemplified in Christ,for there I5 no other per­
son in whom those characteristics which the mind recognizes to be
The Life and
most complete and perfect are so fully exempli
Teachinp; of Jesus
fied. In Early, Adolescence sopie person in real
life is raised upon a pedes.tal. and becomes the
Attractive,
ideal,and the qualities he possesses are
desired. In Middle Adolescence the ideal is formed from those
qualities of character found in many people and beBt..repre,sented by 
a few. In Late Adolescence after -many disallusionments because of 
the fact that all human beings are found to be very Imperfect,even 
the heroes of earlier years,there is a seeking for a perfect examjble 
and it is in the person of Christ that the mind finds satisfaction 
and. contentment,for in his character there ieepprfect harmony and 
strength,and hie actions and teachings are seen to^ he.ve uniyprsal 
worth.
The Religious Ideals of Late Adolescence are the outgrowth of 
the training and experiences of th© preceding years. Much that
AGENCIES FOR THE has been brought up frpm the past is now
DEVELOPMENT OF discarded it is true, but those things which
RELIGIOUS IDEALS, have proven their worth will be retained. If
there has, been no religious training previous to this time, it is 
very unlikely' that strong religious ,attitudes will be created in 
those years,for the mind will not have the right material with 
which to interpret religious phenomena and experienceTherefore 
much depends upon the influences which have been prevalent in the
Early
home of childhood as to v/hether there shall be present 
int.the home that is now established in early manhood and
Training.
womanhood those^ideals of Christian life and character.
T ^ ^The influence of the church Is likewise very important dur­
ing these years,for'the instruction that the church can give con­
cerning the underlying principles of religious truth,and the 
opportunit^'es that it offers "for” a definite experience of God in 
worship must be utilized if religious Ideals are to remain perman-
I.
ent during this period when the life is rapidly setting In^-o that
form that is to endure throughout the years. There 
The Church. „ ’ „ ^ ■
is a danger that God may become completely
rationalized,and as such cannot fill ideals with the dynamic quality
that shall cause them to completbly control' conduct. The Church must
emotionalize the idea of God,and constantly keep the life and
character of Jesus in the foreground of thought so that God may be
thought of in terms of personality rather them natural law working
through a mechanical universe. If God is seen to be the source of
everything ^;hat is beautiful,good^and true in the universe,then it
will be that He will become an important factor in every phase of
the individual life. Religious ideals control the life,and the
great, aim will be to,"Become perfect even as the Father in Heaven
is perfect."
The reason is the predominent factor in consciousness during 
this period,and as a result the ideals of preceding
Summary.
years are carefully examined. Truth itself becomes an 
ideal and is earnestly sought after. Many of the ideals of the past 
are discarded,but those that are retained are more universal in 
their nature,and are more practicable in-their application.
Religious ideals*and practice's-are overhauled and out of sift­
ing pf*bcess ideal§ are "built which will be la-sting. The idea of*
God takes- oh added meaning^for thfespower- £uid-wisdom exercised ip 
the hontrol of'the unirerse is noted with increasing-wonder. There 
is,however,a danger 'thai:.^ God may* be, completly rationalized, and thus 
the dyhamic-Quality o'f-reiigiouB ideals ba"iost.
The training of^-fbrftTeriyear's make's Itself felt at this time, 
and will be of’*greatI inTluenoe in the interpreting Of 'the jrjsliglous 
experience. The church can perform a great-.serviUe byf answering 
the great questions 'of life,and le'nfotionallzlng the idea of G:PAv‘ ..
' The life and teachings of Jesus best reveal God to the indivi­
dual- at this tlme*,Xor “a perfection and harmony is observed in Him 
which satisfies the mind and appeals to the sentiments*
s.
C
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CONCLUSION.
In brrefly surveying otir discussion as to "The nature and 
development of religious Ideals ln-ado3iescence" there are some
■ Z j ^ ■' “ ■ t’ " jfacts vfhlob are worthy of especial note.For fear that they may
- ^ *■ ^ j
have been lost In the detailed treatment which has been given 
we shall briefly present them In conclusion.
The Ideal Is the highest construct of human Intelligence,
Involving In Its creation the threefold activity of the mlndr
thinking,feeling,and willing.The ideal is the embodJ:meht of
the mlnd^s search for perfection,and an expression of the
the desire to make actual that which the mind has posited throu^ 
* ^ ^ » • * 
imagination.
^ ''f r - , ^
There ane various types of Ideals which may be all listed 
under personal,social,or religious Ideals. The religious ideal 
differs from the other ideals not Ih the manner In which It is 
constructed,but In Its content.lt is the personal or social 
ideal permeated with the thought of God.
Adolescence Is a period in life which Is especially conducive 
to the development of religious ideals,for the outstanding 
characteristics of that section of human life are those which 
normally offer a fruitful field for their creation and growth. 
Thought,feeling,and volition at this time are of- such a 
type as to make religious ideals,as well as Ideals wfelch aren 
nor distinctively religious,possible and probable,The three 
periods of Adolescence each offer their peculiar opportunity 
along this line,and by the time that the end of Late Adolescence 
has been reached,definite religious standards for life should 
have been created,which will play a very effective part in 
guiding and vitalizing the whole of the remaining years of life.
f
The home and the church are the two outstanding agencies in 
the development of religihu'fe ideals,and theih responsibility 
the adolescent boy and girl shouTd be recognized and met.If 
this period Is allowed to pass wi:thout the inculcation .of wort^^ 
Christian ideals,the .chances are that no such Ideals will ever 
enter into that life.
Jesus and those who most worthily reveal Him in their lives, 
have a most profound. Influence upon the adolescent mind and life, 
for the ideal is created through the mediinn of the example rather 
than through the precept. The life and teachings of Jesus satisfy 
the hxsnan mind as no other factor pan do,for He In His life and 
teachings reveals those principles which are perfect and 
universal.Jesus is the embodiment of all of the religious Ideals 
which should be made a part of every life,,and as such should be 
held, before the minds of every adolescent boy and girl.
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